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. Preface
%.

The purpose3 of this study were to develop a model for an in-flight system status monitor

that could be applied to the National Aerospace Plane, and to implement a computer program to

demonstrate the feasibility of that model.

The system status monitor model which I developed features dual hierarchical structures, one -

for the aircraft components and functions to be diagnosed, and another for the diagnostic functionts

to be performed. The aircraft knowledge base included elements from each level of the aircraft

hierarchy, from primitive components through the overall mission. The diagnosis hierarchy which

was implemented only included diagnosis and remediation. The addition of the other diagnostic

functions to the demonstration program would be a valuable project for future students.

I wish to thank several people for helping with this thesis effort. My thesis advisor. LtCol

Charlie Bisbee, invariably offered suitably probing questions and subtle guidance. Ms Kathy Abbott

provided me with a copy of her Faultfinder software and considerable insight into its theory and

operation. Capt Carl Lizza steered me in Kathy Abbott's direction, thus making implementation of

my ideas much easier. Mr Mike Snead offered tcuthusiasni and support when others were skeptical. ,

Finally. I offt-r special thanks to my wife. Christine, who (lid the work of three for our family.

instead of her usual two, while I was doing other things.

Janes M. lBaunatll 7,
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Abstract

The purposes of this study were to develop a model for an in-flight diagnostic system that

could be applied to the National Aerospace Plane, and to implement a computer program to

demonstrate the feasibility of that model as a basis for a system status monitor. Z

The diagnostic system model which was developed features a double hierarchy structure, one

for the aircraft functions to be diagnosed, and another for the diagnostic functions to be performed.

The hierarchical nature of both the system knowledge and the functions that use the knowledge

allow decomposition of the diagnostic task into relatively independent and manageable parts. .%

The demonstration prog-am which was developed includes a subset of the diagnostic system

model. This program was implemented in Zetalisp on a Symbolics 3600 computer. It will simulate

monitoring the dynamic performance parameters of an aircraft's subsystems, report any readings

that fall outside of predetermined limits, reason about components responsible for the fault, display 0 *

to the aircrew the other aircraft functions which may be affected by the component fault, and

recommend actions that may remedy the fault situation.

The demonstration program clearly shows the validity of the diagnostic systemn model and

highlights the importance of the causal aid functional relationship techniques used to represent

knowledge of the aircraft and its environment. The program demonstrates how the diagnostic

system can supply relevant system status information to the aircrew. The report concludes with

several recommendations for enhancements to the demonstration program.

2-"V
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A System Status Monitor for the National Aerospace Plane 6

I. Introduction

I

A general and continuing trend in aerospace vehicles is their increasing complexity. These

vehicles are becoming larger, are operating at higher altitudes and greater speeds, and are expected

to perform with greater reliability. Despite this rapid increase in the complexity of aircraft, the 5

crewriembers who operate them must use human decision-making capabilities which have remained

relatively constant over the years.

Perhaps the extreme example of a complex aerospace vehicle is the proposed National Aero- •

space Plane (NASP). The NASP will be able to take off from a conventiotal runway, and either

cruise at hypersonic speeds in the upper atmosphere, or accelerate to speeds sufficient to attain

F# low earth orbit. The prototype NASP aircraft, designated the X-30, will demonstrate this mission

capability with as few as two or three crewmembers [22]. Such a complex vehicle, performing such

a demanding mission with a minimum crew, will require extremely well-designed aids to help the

aircr,-w maintain full control of the aircraft. The aircrew aids will be especially important if and %

when abnormal conditions arise in-flight.

1 1 Problem-
I)

The problem investigated in this study is to develop and demonstrate astrategy for an in-thlit

system status monitor for the National Aerospace Plane. This monitor should be able to a it(s, i"

health and status of various aircraft systems, recognize deviations from normal operation. ,iapiose

the causes of the faults. and report the possible consequences of the faults to the aircrew. lec:i,""e

of the complexity of the NASP, the system status monitor strategy must acconit for the inrite

int,r;tion of aircraft svstns. The system status monitor should help increase t , iei i-mltki ."
I

6,7 .-.,pal ilit tes ,,f th, ;urrw so they -an keep pace with increasing aircraft ,oni)l,.xo

% .%% * * ~ --
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1.2 Scope

While the system status monitor developed in this report can, in theory, include every aircraft

subsystem and component, the demonstration program only includes five major aircraft systems; P

propulsion, fuel, hydraulics, flight controls, and thermal protection. The demonstration program

also fully implements only the diagnosis and remediation aspects of the full diagnostic process. This a

set of aircraft systems was considered sufficient to investigate the interactions between and within

systems. Also, the two diagnostic functions were enough to show the feasibility of using artificial .
1

intelligence techniques to perform system status monitoring.

1. 3 Assumptzons
I

In this study, all discussions of the diagnostic process will assume that single faults cause all

observed fault symptoms at any single point in time.

Since the National Aerospace Plane is still in the planning stages, all references in this study

to Its missions, capabilities, and configuration are based on conjecture. One example of this is the

model of the NASP propulsion system used in this study. While the actual NASP may use any one

of a variety of propulsion plants. the one modeled here is the airturbo ramjet (ATR) [21]. With a .

maximum speed capability of about Mach 6, the ATR would not be sufficient by itself to propel the

NASP to orbital speeds, but it could be used in conjunction with other propulsion technologi,s. -.

While the actual NASP will certainly require more, only five aircraft systems are modeled

here. They are propulsion, fuel, hydraulics, flight controls, and thermal protection. These were

considered the most important, and should be sufficient to illustrate the concepts of NASP system

status monitoring.

These assumptions had some effect on the quality and completeness of the diagnostic knowl-

,,,Igo- base. The causal or functional knowledge, which is based on the defined structu re f the

.. :ir,-r;tft. was not greatly affected because it corresponded to the aircraft as it was artifimi;jl. ,l,-

2
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%.. fined for this study. Htowever, the compiled or experiential knowledge was very sparse because there

was no actual experience with this aircraft to draw upon. The final results of the study' are still

," valid because the representative cases used to test the demonstration program show the effectilve

iq use of both types of knowledge.

a,,

1.4 General ,4pproach

This study was undertaken as a series of steps leading from research into the nature of the

NASP mission and the diagnostic process to the development and testing of a computer program

which demonstrated the feasibility of the diagnostic model. The research into the nature of diag-

nosis showed that the process of diagnosis actually is at least a two-step activity involving system

monitoring and then fault isolation. To become more useful for aircraft system status monitoring,

diagnosis can be extended to a five-step process, as will be discussed in Chapter III.

" To implement the multi-step diagnosis model, different artificial intelligence problem-solving,0

techniques were investigated. The most promising found was the blackboard problem-solving model.

A blackboard is a structured, global database which serves as a central repository of information to

be accessed by separate and independent expert systems [8, 3]. Blackboards and their application

to the NASP system status monitoring task will be discussed at length in Chapter IV.

The research next turned to a search for a suitable expert system shell that could support
-44

the blackboard model. Several general purpose shells were found, but all were either themse.es

in development or were not readily available at this Institute. A special purpose aircraft diagnosis

system was found in development in the Vehicle Operations Branch of the NASA Langley Research

Center. This system, called Faultfinder, uses a blackboard data structure to organize interaction

between the different parts of the program. Faultfinder became the basis for the NASP system

.r. status monitor reported here.

Prototype development involved a number of modifications and extensions to t he Fauhlttil' r

,4.

%.,
- V %4,
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, system. Faultfinder's target domain is commercial transport aircraft, and its knowledge base and

user interface were developed for that domain [19, 11. The first task was to adapt Faultfinder to

the NASP domain. Next, Faultfinder was modified to perform diagnosis on multiple levels of the

aircraft functional hierarchy. Finally, a remediation function was added to propose actions that

could be taken by the aircrew given a certain fault diagnosis.

Finally, the modified Faultfinder system was tested with several sets of theoretical fault sylnp-

* toms. The system performed adequately in most cases, but a number of areas needing improvement

were discovered. Recommendations are made in Chapter VI as to the implementation of these im-

provements.

1.5 Sequence of Presentation

Analysis of the problem of system status monitoring for the NASP is presented in Chapter

• -, II. This includes definition of the problem, and a review of the literature related to diagnosis.

0

Chapter III covers the theoretical development of the system status monitor model. lere,

the diagnostic and aircraft functional hierarchies are developed, knowledge representation issues

are discussed, and methods of diagnostic reasoning are explored.

Development of the system status monitor demonstration program is presented in Chapter

IV. First, the potential solution approaches are compared, and the reasons for choosing Faultfinder

as the basis for the NASP System Status Monitor are explained. Next, the task of transforming

Faultfinder into the NASP SSM is described. This description includes the representation of the

aircraft's physical and functional interrelationships, the format of the status monitor displays, and

logic of the diagnosis and remediation algorithms.

In Chapter V, performance of the prototype syst. n status monitor is discussed. This dis-

cussion includes results of test runs using simniiated fault symptom inputs. Finally. (hapter V1

':i
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'
% provides conclusions which can be drawn from this study and recommendations for further work

in this area.
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Hl. Problem Analysis

sw 2.1 Problem Defindion

The problem to be addressed in this study can be divided into, two related issues: 1) Why

does the National Aerospace Plane need a system status monitor, and 2) What should the system

status monitor do?

2.1.1 NASP Domain The National Aerospace Plane (NASP) will be a revolutionary tralis-

portation system, capable of taking-off and landing horizontally on a conventional runway and
'5

ascending directly into orbit or cruising at 6 to 12 times the speed of sound at altitudes greater

than 100.000 feet [22].

To perform its intended mission, the NASP must be extremely efficient, requiring some or

all of its subsystems to perform multiple tasks. Examples of nmlti-purpose subsystems are the

* fuel system, where the cryogenic fuel may be circulated through hot structures to provide active

cooling, and the forward fuselage, which may also serve as part of the engine inlet structure.

This interdependency of the aircraft systems will complicate the aircrew's normal svstni,

monitoring task. The effects of a fault in a particular system will probably not stay within that

system, but will propagate to other systems. As aircraft systems become more complex and in-

terdependent, the possible ramifications of any single fault on other aircraft systems becorrie iore

complex and more difficult to trace.

The extremely large operational flight envelope of the NASP places added demands on the

flight crew in two ways. Operation in one flight phase, such as takeoff, may require the aircraft

systems to perform in much different ways than in another flight phase. such as hypersonic cruise

A fault within a system may not greatly affect the current flight phase. but may precludte sU,-c,,sfiil

completion of a later flight phase 'hrheso interrelationships mu.t all he ,',sr,,r,, whn

.* . the' status of the aircraft
% %'
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.,'. The other area where the large flight envelope of the NASP comes into play is real-time

ground-based support. In the past, manned space vehicles such as Mercury, Gemini, Apollo. and

the Space Shuttle have had extensive system monitoring support by personnel and equipment on

the ground. This ground-based support was realized through worldwide communications networks.

The NASP may not have the luxury of this extensive ground-based support, and therefore an

on-board system status monitoring capability may be required.

System complexity, interdependence, the large flight envelope, and the requirement for au-

tonomous operations. along with the speed with which events occur during hypersonic flight, will

combine to dictate the automation of NASP system status monitoring.

P

2.1. 2 Status Monitor Functions Once the need for an automated system status monitor has
A

been established, the form and function of the status monitor must be defined.

As the name implies. a system status monitor should keep the flight crew appraised of the
J.

0 • status of the aircraft systems. The monitor will need to keep track of the state of sensors which

masure various aircraft parameters. If any sensor reports an abnormal reading, the monitor should

diagnose the cause of the abnormality. While monitoring is a straightforward process, diagnosis

can be a very difficult task when applied to even a moderately complex mechanical system. The

collective processes of monitoring and diagnosis traditionally have been simply called diagnosis.

Chapter III will discuss how this two step diagnostic process can be extended to provide additional

information for the flight crew.

The complexity and interdependenc, of the NASP systems would furt hr inply that tll-

status monitoring task cannot be applied to each individual system as if it were operating alone.

A NASP system status monitor will need to operate in the context of the aircraft as a collection (if

closely coupled, tightly knit systems

The part icuilar prlIihm this st uly will address is th ,tlimiv and n pl-.mntit it ion ,f t s\ -t,-m

- r S ,tatts illOnitor that -ll -,rfrri 'xtenll ,ia ti,. tic f rt on,- t, ()n a cti11,1. al t wth K

-. . -
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interdependent systems. 1.

2.2 Literature Review

Since the diagnostic process forms the basis for system status monitoring, this literature

review will concentrate on diagnosis. The literature related to the blackboard problem-solving

model will also be reviewed.

Diagnosis is usually defined in medical terms as "the act or process of identifying or deter- d-

mining the nature of a disease through examination [12, 363]." In recent years, the meaning and
,-.

application of diagnosis have been expanded to included the domain of mechanical and electrical

devices. In this context, diagnosis can be defined as the use of "situation descriptions, behavior

characteristics, or knowledge about component design to infer probable causes of system malfunc-

tions" [23, 34].

* In both the medical and engineering fields, diagnosis has traditionally been a manual effort

performed by a human expert in that field. Lo improve the quality of diagnosis in the medical field,

and to cope with increasingly complex systems in the engineering field, researchers are currently

investigating automated diagnostic tools. These automated tools usually take the form of "expert

systems." While manual diagnosis forms the basis for most of the theory of diagnosis, this review
p.

will concentrate primarily on the current research into automated diagnosis. p-

2.2.1 Automated Medical Diagnosis One of the first and best-known medical diagnostic

expert systems is MYCIN. It was designed to diagnose infectious blood diseases and to help the
.

physician select the correct type and dosage of a drug treatment. MYCIN is a rule-based system-,

that uses a backward chaining technique to reason from the patient's observed condition ( t.

syVmptoms) to the identity of the infecting organism (the cais,') .lhe seitm w,as le'% ,lPl at

Stanzford University. and work on this project by Shortlife. .. xline. Buchanan. Nerigan. and t( C,.ln

-'"- . ",' "- % Pp, ." - - -".. . .. -" " -. "*.'..-" -".-"2 ., p ..- * "-P - " '- - - . -1,X



was reported in the literature as early as 1973 [20]. MYCIN has served as a model or inspiration for

several other medical diagnostic expert systems, including EMYCIN and NEOMYCIN [23, 326].

The DIALOG (for DIAgnostic LOGic) system, reported by Pople, Myers, and Miller [17],

takes a more sophisticated approach to the medical diagnosis problem. It was designed to imitate

the data structures and diagnostic reasoning processes used by a knowledgable internist. The

DIALOG system was able to correctly diagnose multiple (related or unrelated) diseases in the smie

patient. DIALOG demonstrated accurate diagnostic performance in cases involving as many as

five distinct diseases [17, 848].

Rather than to simply search through a state-space as did MYCIN, DIALOG developed

hypotheses about the causes of observed patient symptoms, and partitioned those hypotheses into

disjoint sets. A form of deductive inference called abduction was then used to sequentially step

through the sets of hypotheses, accepting the correct hypotheses and reject the incorrect hypotheses.

he method of abduction required that DIALOG have control structures to deal with the following

four issues:

1. Observations must be able to 'trigger' or evoke hypotheses of disease entities with
which they are associated.

2. lypotheses must be able to generate expectations concerning likely consequences,
which may be posed as questions regarding additional observations . in order to
test' the hypotheses.

3. It is necessary to provide some means for deciding among contending hypotheses.

4. Some means must be developed to group hypotheses into mutually exclusive subsets
corresponding to coherent problem areas. [17, 849]

DIALOG's data structures consisted of three primary relationships to represent dependencies

inherent in the internal medicine problem domain. These were

1 Manifestation (M) evokes disease (D),

2 Disease (D) is nanifsted by manifestation (M\l). and

* -." :i One disease ()1 1) is a f,)rm of alot her ,ib.,se (I) 1

N .
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% These relationships were organized into a network to represent the hierarchy of diseases and

the associated manifestations. In the network, the diseases were represented as nodes, and each of

the three relationships above were represented as directed arcs connecting the nodes. The network

also contained two different weighting factors:

1. The likelihood that a certain disease is the cause of a particular manifestation, and

2. The frequency with which a patient with a particular disease will display a certain inanifes-

tation.

The weighting factors allowed DIALOG to choose the most likely of two or more competing

hypothetic diagnoses [17, 849-850].

Pople expanded on his work with DIALOG by developing the INTERNIST- 11 medical di-

agnostic system [16]. Its area of expertise was also internal medicine. INTERNIST-I1 was one of

* the most extensive medical diagnostic expert systems, with desciptions of more than 500 separate0

diseases and more than 3500 disease manifestations [23, 281].

INTERNIST-Il's major improvement over DIALOG was its ability to simultaneously view

the disjoint sets of hypotheses and reason over the entire group of sets. This allowed it to more

quickly converge on a correct diagnosis and, in some cases, yield a more accurate result [16. 1030]

In addition to the hierarchical networks of diseases and their manifestations used by DIA LOG
-ind INTERNIST-Il. lie next generation of nedical ,iagnosl exp'rt svst.is il, lior prit,,,l

models of general human physiological knowledge and specific information about the pati.it'

physical state. One such system was ABEL [15. 893]. which aided in the diagnosis of electolvte and

acid-base disturbances.

ABEL. incorporated two unique features which set it apart from DI1.\ LO, u, INTEP NI T-

II. First. it used its veneral and spechifi ph.% silogi,'al kni l.ge t,, , tfii. ha t ' I I. t',

patient-specific niod,'l Next. this rlp),ol wa. i1. l t , in trui anl r,.fin,, a ,l-ut I.-1 rk

% (



that represented not just the simple associations between disorders and their nianifestations, but
S

also their causal relationships. It is this model of the patient's current state of health and the

understanding of the cause of deviations from a normal state of health that make ABLL more %

sophisticated than its predecessors [15].

MDX was a medical diagnosis system developed at Ohio State University by B. Chan-

drasekaran and others. Its primary domain was a liver syndrome called cholestasis. MDX used a

hierarchical knowledge organization which was operated upon by a collection of "cooperating ex-

perts." These experts communicated with each other through a blackboard structure [1] This type

of knowledge-based diagnosis system is very similar to the conceptual structure of the proposed

NASP system status monitor.

2.2.2 Automated Hardware Diagnosis Expert systems for the diagnosis of electronic hard-

ware faults are descendants of the medical diagnostic systems mentioned in the preceeding section.

As such, they have benefited from tie evolutior, of the medical diagnostic systerls and incorporate

the most sophisticated and powerful features of the medical systems. As one might expect. the

't udy of the hardware diagnostic process has led to the discovery of new and better ways to p,rf6,ri.

the general diagnostic task. 0

An example uf the current work in expert systens for hardware diagnosis is reporti h%.

Randall Davis of the Artificial Int,.llignce Laboratory at t lie .lassachiisett. In 1st it it, 4 I"1 .I',
S

'31 Davis embraces the idea that a diagnostic system will benefit from a causal undrtandl 1f .4

tle structure and function of the malfunctioning device in quest ion. lie adds two princile!, t,,

the theory of diagnosis, These principles are layering the paths of interaction and the concep tf ""

locality [3. 88].

Davis represents the function and structure of the device as paths of causal it.ra,'tc Ii l

pt hs define t h- possible interact us tt wetn a yll' lair , f th0.,-% ice's ,oiip,)i,'ti l Il 1 1, ,r 1:11 'I' r

.- t ,,~i0 . there are a ,'#,rt;ti niiiiil.r if ir,,able itr ctirac ,, ,,W .,. i ,ileii. s ii thi tlimdt in 'l-l .

% %" %
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number of possible but much less likely interactions. When also considering fault situations, the

number of possible interactions becomes much larger. The paths of interaction are used to generate

candidates to deternine which components are causing a fault. If every conceivable interaction

path is considered, the number of candidates to examine will become unwieldy. Conversely, if

the number of interaction paths is too restricted, some entire classes of candidates many never be

considered.

Layering the paths of interaction is used as a compromise between having too many and too

few interaction paths. Each layer uses a different set of interaction paths to represent a differcnt

model of the device. By layering the models, the most restrictive model is considered first, and a

less restrictive model is considered only if the first yields a contradiction [3, 90-93].

The concept of locality holds that the most appropriate representation of the malfunctioning .%

device will be the one in which the cause and symptom of the fault are adjacent, or "local" to b

P "

each other. Therefore, an electrical adjacency representation would be appropriate for a continuity 

fault, while a thermal adjacency representation would be more appropriate for a fault caused by%

heating [3, 94].

2.2.3 Hardware Diagnosis in the Flight Domain Hardware diagnostic systems being level-

oped for application in the flight domain have incorporated most of the desirable features of the

diagnostic systems examined so far and have also been enhanced with new and innovative capabi--

ties .Much of this work is being performed by the National Aeronautics and Space Administrat ion

(NASA) at the Dryden Flight Research Facility. Edwards. California. and the Langley Research

Center. Langley. Virginia [3,19].

The research being performed in the area of expert system fault diagnosis at the Dryden -"

Facility is in support of the development of advanced digital flight control s'ystems The ssr,um".

r,,p,,rted in '1,1. ,alhl t lie (x ,r .ren tal expert ,% strii flight stt us iw, t , r I I'Si";\ . wli I,,

* . ,sed by a flight sst,,ns ,1,,r ,, th,, rind ,, a.sess tbt] ht taiisrd, I x t- iii

12
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.

in a remotely piloted vehicle. The EESFSM goes beyond the diagnostic systems reviewed thus far

in that it incorporates functions that are performed both before and after the actual diagnostic

process. Before diagnosis is performed, the EESFSM uses expert system knowledge to monitor the

fault status indicator bits of the flight control system to detect the presence of a fault symptom.

The detected fault symptom then feeds the fault diagnosis capability. The EESFSM uses the results

..- of the fault diagnosis to recommend corrective actions and to deduce situations of concern [4. 3].
I..-.

In their research [19], Schutte and Abbott used a fault monitoring and diagnosis system

similar to the EESFSM, but they extended its scope beyond the flight control system. They have

developed a hierarchy of aircraft "goals," with the proper functioning of a subsystem being the

lowest level of the hierarchy. A group of subsystems makes up the flight control system, which in

turn is one factor contributing to the flight dynamics of the aircraft. The next two levels in the

hierarchy are the aircraft trajectory and route, in that order [19, 3]. When the diagnostics function

of this system identifies a fault, it can also determine the effect of that fault on the accomplishment

of the other goals in the hierarchy.

2t" 2.2.4 Trends in Automated Diagnosis Automated diagnostic systems began as expert sys-

terrnls. with each fault situation represented iii a separate rule As this literature review sulggests.

- the trend in autonated diagnosis is toward a deeper representation of system knowledge. 'hie

deeper knowledge getnerally represents the normal operation and interaction of the system rather

than specific fault situations.

2.2.5 Blackboard Systems The blackboard problem-solving model was first ,i.w, in 11w

1IE.-ARSAY-I speech understanding systen developed iin tli early 1970's by Fr an :aud , ihtr

.51 Since then. blackboards have been used in a wide variet, of applications. aid each ne in;

"lightlv different forii n 21

°..

. blacklarf tr hititrtir, rfers to a fairly simple concept that has ten itikrl to 1,-1,,

V,%.
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the specific needs of its users. in its simplest form, a blackboard is a central database that can

be accessed by independent program modules. These modules are called knowledge sources, and

usually take the form of expert systems. One of the knowledge sources usually acts as the controller

to determine which knowledge source will he permitted to have access to the blackboard next. The

blackboard serves as the only means for the knowledge sources to communicate. If a knowledge

source needs information, it looks for it in the blackboard. If a knowledge source can ti'pply

information, it posts that information to the blackboard for all other knowledge sources to see.

In this way, the blackboard model supports incremental, opportunistic problem solving. Each

knowledge source contributes its own small part of the problem solution, and does it only when its

necessary inputs have appeared in the blackboard.

'Pie interested reader can obtain a more dletailed analysis of blackboard theory and applica-

t ions from the excellent papers by Hayes-Roth [9,10,8] and Nii [13.14].

%-%
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9€. III. Theoretical Development

Development of the theory underlying the National Aerospace Plane system status monitor

will be covered in three sections in this chapter, This discussion will center on a) the diagnostic
'p.:

and functional hierarchies which form the framework of the system status monitor, b) the semantic

network form of knowledge representation used here. and its advantages versus an associational form
4.i

of knowledge representation, and c) the causal knowledge representation and reasoning method used

in the remediation level of the system status monitor. Specifics about how this theory was applied

to the implementation of the NASP system status monitor will be covered in Chapter IV.

9.1 Functional and Diagnostzc Hierarchies

As stated in the previous chapter, the complexity of the NASP will require that the system

status monitor provide as much useful information as possible to aid the flight crew. The diagnostic

and functional hierarchies defined here serve as a framework for providing that information to the

flight crew. The functional hierarchy will be examined first.

9.1.1 Fun tional Hierarchy The functional hierarchy, shown in Figure 1, was derived from

the gual hierarchy developed by Schutte and Abbott [19], which in turn developed from the work
.5"

)f U'hen [2]. From top to bottom, each level in the functional hierarchy is composed of one or

more instances of the level below it. Thus, the mission is composed of one or more flight phses.

each flight phase has an instance of the aircraft to perform it. and so on. This expansion of th,

hierarchy is shown in Figure 2. An important point is that each flight phase has a ,different instant,,

of the aircraft because different capabilities of the aircraft are required to accniplish ,ach fliiht

phase. Likewise. each aircraft instance has its own instances of each of the individual aircraft

V;y stems This hi.rarchical framework helps to organize the knowledge about Tie aircraft and it.,

f, tn, s A.ny k-ioll[+n, lit ,or fmnrtion at anty I,,+Iof the hicratr.Ihy ,'all 1w. a,.so.-iated, %%1111v i
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the components on which it depends (lower levels in the hierarchy) and also with the components

that are dependent on it (higher levels in the hierarchy).

.,

3.1.2 Diagnostic Hierarchy While this hierarchy is named for diagnosis, the actual diagnosis

function is only one of five levels in the hierarchy. Figure 3 shows the diagnosis hierarchy and the 0

relative positions of the five levels. To avoid confusion, the collection of all five levels will be called -

the "diagnostic process," and the second level of the diagnostic process will be called the "diagnosis -a

function." The entire diagnostic process is performed bottom-up, with each level supplying its 6

output information as input to the next higher level.

The definition of diagnosis used in the previous chapter was "to infer probable causes of

system malfunctions." This definition implies that there be a method for determining if a system

malfunction indeed occurred. This is the function of the first diagnostic level, monitoring. ,

3.1.2.1 fonitoring The overall diagnostic process is started by monitoring the phys-

ical system in question. The monitor must be able to detect a fault condition and report it to the

next level in the diagnostic hierarchy. To do this, the monitor must first be able to discriminate e, ,-

fault conditions from normal conditions. Since normal operating conditions are usually understood

better than fault conditions, the monitor usually starts with a model of the normal operation of

the physical system. This model takes the form of a numerical simulation of the operation of the

physical system, Readings from sensors in the physical system are compared to values that ar,

predicted by the numerical simulation. If the sensed values fall outside of a range of a;tadl,' " "

predicted values, then a fault has occurred and it is reported. _%

In the case of the NASP. the fault monitor must contain niumerical ulit, li-i al -

account for the different flight phases. As an example, the itol,,l ,f tw l,.incln, must pr-'' t a

different range of normal readings for the tak,',ff t,h;s,' iu wii. fr t , i , r-n'i , ri- I

phiase. S

I".-

. % ,% %
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To provide a meaningful input to the levels in the diagnostic hierarchy which use syniholic

To p d m g i

proccbsing, the monitor must also convert its quantitative assessment of th, wrult situation to a

qualitative fault symptom. For example, an engine temperature sensor reading that is 75 degrees

higher than the normal range would be reported as "Engine Temperature Too High." This qual-

itative fault symptom will serve as an input to the diagnosis level of tile hierarchy. where the d

implications of the symptom will be determined.

3. 1.2. 2 Diagnosis As was discussed in the previous chapter, there are a variety of

ways that diagnosis can be accomplished, but they all have the same goal. Given a set of fault

symptoms, the diagnosis function must try to determine the root cause of those symptoms.

'A'

Ideally, tie diagnosis function should isolate a single faulty primitive component which is

responsible for all the observed fault symptoms. (In this context, a primitive component is defined

as a component that is not made up of other components, and therefore is at the bottom of the

functional hierarchy. Primitive components are assembled to form composite components. which

themselves can be assembled to eventually form the entire aircraft.) If this is not possible, the %

next best situation is to isolate the fault to a single composite component. The diagnostic function

shoul, move up the functional hierarchy of the aircraft until it finds a level at which it can identify

a faulty component responsible for the observed symptoms. By starting at the bottom of the .'

functional hierarchy, the diagnosis function strives to identify the most primitive, and therefore

the most specific, component to explain the cause of the observed fault symptoms. Only after

it is found that a fault in one of the primitive components cannot account for all observed fault

symptoms will the diagnosis function move up one level of the functional hierarchy and attempt to

identify a faulty composite component.

A tradeoff occurs when the diagnosis function must move up the functional hierarchy to find

a suitable explanation for tie fault symptoms. lhe ,iagnosiN ,,comis less sp.,-ific ani ther,-f,r

less useful to the next higher levels in the , tiusti hi,'rar,'h%. (On thi,, other hand. , in I I, "

20t
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", in the functional hierarchy and becoming less specific tends to increase the probability that a

responsible component will be found. Making a less specific diagnosis is better than no diagnosis

at all. The tradeoff is beneficial because identifying the malfunctioning coniponent is not the47

only task performed by the diagnosis function. The diagnosis function also determines tile other

components in the functional hierarchy whose performance is probably or potentially affected by

the faulty. component. This ability to not only" determine the (aust of a set if fault symptmis.

but to determine the side effects of the fault, is of great benefit to the flight crew in assessing the

overall aircraft status, and is the basis for the next higher levels of the diagnostic hierarchy.

3.1.2.3 Rtinediation The next logical step after the monitoring function identifies

fault symptoms and the diagnosis function determines the underlying fault and its side effects

is to recommend the best course of action given the current situation. This is the purpose of the

remediation function.

• While it may appear simple to "remedy the situation." a r,'ni',d mav tak+, a iunil,.r of

(lifferent forms depending on when it is applied and the intended outcome. Two opposite approaches

are to a) compensate for the current set of fault symptoms (treating the syniptorns). or b) renloxe

the source of the current set of fault symptoms (treating the causes). Either one of these approaches

can be employed for a variety of reasons, including to;

1. Conserve resources,

2. Prevent further malfunctions.

3. Ensure mission accomplishment,

4. Ensure crew safety', or

5. Ensure aircraft safety.

For t lie purposes f this st ih ,. a sit' rt,hiat , in apr,;'h and a single reason were chose[l

%e ti pltnent. in I NASP ssteti ',tats in.,lntr It Na.- ,,cid,,, the renlediation ful'-
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"..':" tion should seek to compensate for the current set of fault symptoms in order to ensure mission

accomplishment.

In contrast to the diagnosis function, where fault hypothesis generation used a bottom-up

approach on the functional hierarchy, the remediation function should use a top-down approach.

In a fault situation, remediation will attempt to deal first with the symptom that is having the

most immediate effect on the highest affected level of the functional hierarchy. Since the stated goal

of the remediation function is to ensure mission accomplishment, this method will work to relieve

the symptom that is most threatening to the mission. From this point, the remediation function

should search for the lowest-level, or most primitive, action that will produce the desired effect on

the most threatening symptom.

3.1.2.4 Prdiction Before the corrective action proposed by the remediation function

A- can be put into effect, the status monitor needs to determine the possible consequences of the

0 proposed action. Although the remedial action is intended to compensate for the detrimental

effects of the fault symptoms, it may have other side effects that will make the fault situation

worse or produce a completely different fault situation. The new system status resulting from the

remedial action must be compared to a status which is normal for the current flight phase. If a

fault situation is found in the predicted status, the proposed remedial actions must be discarded.

This is the purpose of the prediction function.

It should be stressed that the prediction function will deal only with the inimediate conse-

quences of the proposed remedial action. If the prediction function finds the proposed action to be

unacceptable, it will request that the remediation function develop a different remedial action for

the prediction function to test. This process will continue until an acceptable remedial action is

found. At this point, the acceptable action is sent to the planning function.

%,V
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3.1.2.5 Planning The purpose of the planning function is to determine the long-range

consequences of the proposed remedial action. The ultimate question to be answered by this N

function is if the consequences of the remedial action will allow completion of the mission. If the

action proposed by the remediation function is consistent with the mission objectives, that action

will be presented to the flight crew for their approval. If the proposed action jeopardizes any aspect

of the mission, the action will be rejected and the remediation function will be asked to propose ".

a different action. If the proposed action is acceptable, it will be carried out. Depending on the

circumstances, an acceptable action may produce a wide range of outcomes. On one hand. the

action may allow the mission to be completed with all objectives met. At the other extreme, the

best course of action may be to abort the mission and "cut the losses." The planning function -,

should pick the best alternative while working within any constraints imposed by considerations
P

*i such as safety, cost, security, etc. .

Figure 4 shows the sequence of steps that the system status monitor takes in trying to resolve "'.

an observed fault .ituation.
a,

3.2 Semantic .Vetwork Knowledge Reprrsentation a-

The physical and functional relationships that make up the National Aerospace Plane domain

are organized in a semantic network representation. This representation is virtually the same as is.

used in the Faultfinder system developed at NASA Langley Research C'eiter. (Faultfinder will 1w

discussed further in the Chapter IV.) However, a number of changes and additions were mad,' to a.

accommodate the additional capabilities of the NASP system status monitor.

Semantic networks were originally develop d as a way of representing t he meaning of Lnglish

words [18, 215]. The objects to be represented are the nodes of the network, and the relationship. ,

between the objects are the arcs connecting the nodes. Each arc ha.s a direction to signfy lie"i

direction of the relatiotnship. Two-way relationships must be expressed explhiill

2..a
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Specific objects in a semantic network ran be shown to belong to a general class of ,bj,ct

through an IS-A relationship. That is to say that the object -is a" specific instance of the g,.irral

class of objects. Figure 5 shows the object classes used in the NASP system status moitor -.-

knowledge base and the specific object instances in each of those classes of objects.

The content of a particular semantic network not only depends on the objects to be repfre-

sented, but also on the reasoning to be applied to the network. As an example, reasoning about

the parts that make up a device would require arcs named PARTS from the device object to tle

individual part objects. The diagnosis function of the NASP system status monitor incorporates "

reasoning about the physical make-up and functional dependencies of the NASP aircraft. There-

fore, the knowledge base in the system status monitor is represented in those terms. Figure 6 shows

the relationships used in the NASP system status monitor knowledge base. -

The remediation function of the NASP system status monitor performs reasoning about

actions that will produce changes in the observed values of sensors. Therefore, the NASP knowledge

base also includes causal information to facilitate this reasoning. The next section describers this %

causal reasoning representation.

-. Causal Knowledge and Reasoning

The knowledge used by the remediation function of the NASP system status monitor Is

contained in the semantic network knowledge base and is associated with the sensor object.. Ilh," e

intent is to represent a set of actions that will cause a predictable change in the sensor raliii1.

This usually involves altering the conditions that the sensor is measuring. As an example. I lit,

airspeed sensor measures airspeed. The causal knowledge attached to the airspeed sensor in the

knowledge base will include those actions that can affect airspeed. These would include increasini'

or decreasing thrust, increasing or decreasing drag, etc.

(Causal reasoning in this system involves chaining together a series of caislo ,I,, i ,ar
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"- " Object Class Obiect Instances

Mission ..... .............. .Mission

Flight-Phase .... ........... .Takeoff

Climb
Cruise
Descent

Landing

Flight-Parameter ... ......... .Total-Thrust
Weight
Drag
Attitude
Lift

Aircraft-Sensor .... .......... .AirspeedA
AltitudeA

Climb-RateA
MachA

Sink-RateA
PitchA
RollA
YawA ~=

0 Plane ..... ............... .. Takeoff-Plane

Climb-Plane
Cruise-Plane
Descent-Plane
Landing-Plane

Aircraft-System .... .......... .Propulsion-SystemA
Hydraulic-SystemA
Fuel-SystemA

Flight-Control-SysA

Thermal-Protection-SysA

Engine ...... .............. .EngineA

EngineB

Engine-Sensor ..... ........... NIA, B

EprA, B
EgtA, B
VoltageA, B

ThrustA, B

VibrationA, B

"Figure 5. Object ( Ina.ss n the Sem;antic N,.twrk Kn,,whdgeR BRse vnd the Objct I -t:n ,es in
% Each (1,>s

NN%



Object Class Object Instances

Engine Component .......... InletA, B
% CompressorA, B

GearboxA, B
Electric-GeneratorA, B
Gas-GeneratorA, B
TurbineA, B
Fuel-InjectorA, B
CombustorA, B
NozzleA, B

Hydrauli;c-Subsystem. ........ Hydraulic-SubsystemA
Hydraulic-SubsystemB

Hydraulic-Line ........... Hydraulic-LineA

Hydraulic-Pump ........... Engine-Hyd-PumpAl
Engine-Hyd-PumpBl
Electric-Hyd-PumpA2
Elec tric-Hyd-PumpB2

*Hyd-Pressure ............ Hyd-PumpAl-Pressure
Hyd-PumpA2-Pressure
Hyd-PumpBl-Pressure

4....Hyd-PumpB2-Pressure

NHydraulic-Resevoir ......... Hydraulic-ResevoirA
Hydraulic-Resevoi rB

Hyd-Quantity ............ Hyd-QuantityA
Hyd-Quanti tyB

Fuel-Tank. ............. Fwd-Fuel-Tank
I At t-Fuel-Tank

?". 
ngnAFedTn

Engi neA-Feed-Tank

Fuel-Pump. ............. Fwd-Tank-Transfer-Pump
Aft-Tank-Transfer-Pump
EngineA-Tank-Boos t-Pump
EngineB-Tank-Boos t-Pump

Ft i rp 5 Objec~t ( I;vsts in t ht Seni:tn tir Nvtw rk Knw I..ge 13Lse and th li l Jr ist f. II

Each ( lass (ci,riinrie'] .
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Obiect Class Object Instances

Fuel-Valve ............. Crossfeed-Valve

IN Fuel-Dump-ValveA

1%6 

Fuel-Dump-ValveBIFuel-Line .. ............ Fuel-LineA
Fuel-LineB

Fuel-Flow .. ............ Fuel-FlowA
Fuel-FlowB

Fuel-Oty-Sensor. .......... Fwd-Tank-Quantity
Aft-Tank-Quantity
Feed-TankA-Quan ti ty
Feed-TankB-Quan ti ty
Total-Fuel-Quantity V
Fuel-Imbalance

Control-Surface. .......... Left-Elevon
Right-Elevon
Body-Flap j

Rudder

0
Control-Surface-Actuator .......Left-Elevon-Actuator-l, 2

*Right-Elevon-Actuator-l, 2
Body-Flap-Actuator-l, 2
Rudder-Actuator-i, 2

Control-Surface-Position .......Left-Elevon-Position
Right-Elevon-Posi tion
Body-Flap-Position

-~ Rudder-Position

Cooling-Subsystem. ......... Nosecap-Cooling
Left-Wing-Cooling
Right-Wing-Cooling
Engine-Inlet-Cooling
EngineA-Internal-Cooling
EngineB-Internal-Cooling
Engine-Nozzle-Cooling
Vert-Tail-Cooling

I ~r . D j! C i t le Srivit t I Network Kn l.J o B. - ;mn t!,, 1(911 11K1



Object Class Object Instances

Cooling-Pump . ............ Fd-Hyd-Cooling--Pump
F~ad-Elec-Cooling-Pump
Lef t-Hyd-Cooling-Pump
Lef t-Elec-Coolinig-Pump
Right-Hyd-Cooling-Pump
Right-Elec-Cooling-Pump

Temp-Sensor. ............ Nosecap-Temp
Lef t-Wing-Temp
Right-Wing-Temp
Engine-Inlet-Temp
EngineA-Internal-Temp
EngineB-Internal-Temp
Engine-Nozzle-Temp
Vert-Tail-Temp

Cooling-Pressure . ......... Fwd-Hyd-Cooling-Pressure
Fwd-Elec-Cooling-Pressure
Lef t-Hyd-Cooling-Pressure
Left -Elec-Cooling-Pressure
Right -Hyd-Cool ing-Pressure
Right -Elec-Cooling-Pressure

F ; "r' e 5 01Lj -ct CILses in the Semaintic Nta K nowici ; e Base an. tlK' 01 t1~ u

Each Class fcontinued)
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Parts

Part-of

Functionally-Dependent-On .-

Functional-Dependents -

Associated-Sensors

Associated-Component

Association-Type

Causes

Figure 6. Semaniic Network Relationships.

The goal is to reach, at the end of the chain, the most fundamental action that will ultimately

cause the desired change in the sens,-r reading at the head of the chain.

The causal reasoning process can best be explained with an example. If the NASP mission is

b,.ing threatened by a low climb rate in the climb flight phase, something must be found to increase

the climb rate. One option is to increase engine thrust. So now a further action must be found to

-cr'ase thrust. This rhaiing process will continue until finding the most elementary actioin lvhtch

will produce the desired result

Since several different chains of actions may produce the same desired result. some mrthd
.

must be employed to decide which actions to choose. Some logical alternatives are to cho ,:"

1. Actions that most directly affect the diagnosed fault component, A.

2. Actions which counteract the greatest number of fault symptoms,

3 .\.ti ,is which th, r, i , s expn, th l, -t r.>,.ir>

a '°-°
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For the NASP system status monitor, alternative 2 was selected for choosing the appropriat,

remedial action.

.
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The theoretical basis for the National Aerospace Plane (NASP) sys tein status mionitor was ,

explained in the previous chapter. This chapter will describe the developnont of a computer

program prototype for a NASP system status monitor that implements those theories.

The first section of this chapter lists the alternatives explored for a suitable devopnirir

environment for the prototype system status monitor. The next section describes the knowledge

base used to represent the NASP domain. The last three sections out line the nonitoring, diagniosi1s.

and remediation functions which use the knowledge base.

5%'

4.1 Posszble Programming Approaches

Several computer programming techniques were explored for the development of the prototype

NASP system status monitor. These included off-the-shelf expert system shells, blackboard system.

shells, and a dedicated aircraft diagnosis system called Faultfinder which was ultimately chosen.

4.1.1 Epert System Shells The first approach investigated for implementation of the systvmil

status monitor was standard expert system shells. The two systems most seriously considerd were

the Automated Reasoning Tool (ART) developed by Inference Corporation. and the Knowledge

Engineering Environment (KEE) developed by Intellicorp. Both of these systems offer a vry rich

development environment, with excellent editing and debugging facilities. ART is primarily rule-

based, while KEE uses a frame- and object-oriented knowledge representation. Either one of these

systems could have been an adequate method with which to implement a system status monitor, but

neither directly supported the blackboard problem-solving model which was an original requirement

ut this project. Therefore, neither ART nor KEE was considered the first choice for the systeml-

status monitor developn .nt tool.

-V
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4.1.2 Blackboard Shells Three blackboard shells were considered as NASP system status

monitor programming tools. These were BB1 (Blackboard One) developed at Stanford University

[7], ABE (A Better Environment) developed by Teknowledge Corporation [6,11], and SCIIVME R

developed by Dr. Michael Fehling of Rockwell International Science Center.

All three blackboard shells offered the ability to integrate the reasoning of separate knowledge

sources. This capability corresponded well with the diagnostic hierarchy model. Each level of

the hierarchy could have been implemented as a separate knowledge source, and the functional

hierarchy could have been mapped into a multi-level blackboard. However, none of the blackboard

shells was available. BB1 was ordered from Stanford University in May 1987, but its delivery date

was uncertain and so it could not be considered the primary implementation choice. Both AI3E

and SCHEMER were still in development during the summer of 1987, making them unavailable for

this project.

\ 4.1.3 Faultfinder Research by Kathy Abbott and Paul Schutte in the Vehicle Operations

Research Branch, NASA Langley Research Center, was directed toward real-time fault monitoring

and diagnosis for commercial transport aircraft. Their work had the following objectives relative

to aircraft onboard fault monitoring and diagnosis:

1. Identify guidelines for automation,

2. Identify crew interfaces,

3. Determine if artificial intelligence techniques could be used, and.
%

4. Develop a prototype to demonstrate the chosen approach. [19, 1]

The prototype system they developed is called Faultfinder. It includes fault monitoring and

diagnosis functions, and a blackboard structure to pass information between the functions. The

fault monitor is based on a numerical model of the JT8D turbojet engine. The monitor can either

-, tinput data from a stored time-ordered file of sensor readings. or it can interactively accept falilt

3:1
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syniiptorns from the operator. Fault symptoms either computed or accepted by thc mionitorar

passed to the diagnosis system, which performs; its function in two stages.

Stage 1 of the diagnosis function performs fault-symptom association. This is a ruditiicritary.

• '

?.,

,.ruley-ptos aproac hihe ope atches th rnault symptoms wihr op ted til acoditidb hontor le

rule is reported as the cause of the fault symptoms. Stage i has no chaining capability, and S

cannot use the rules to produce intermediate conclusions. If a miatch is not found by stage 1, the

fault symptoms are passed to Stage 2.

Stage 2 uses the fault symptoms and model-based reasoning to localize the fault and produce

a fault hypothesis. The model is a semantic network representation of the aircraft's functional and

phy~sical structure. To produce a valid fault hypothesis. Stage 2 generates many interim liypot lie-

sesh each of which begins with the assumption that one of the aircraft's primitive Components is

.-.

responsible for all the current fault symptoms. Each hypothesis s produced b builing a ch-hau

4f dpendency fromn the prinmitive component through all those components that depend on It

This dependency chain is call a propagation path in Faultfinder. The propagation path stops if

a) a component is reached that has no other components depending on it (usually the top of the

component hierarchy), or b) a component is reached which has a sensor associated with it and the

sensor is not one that is producing one of the current fault symptoms. A hypothesis produced in

this way is considered to be valid if all the current symptoms come from sensors that are associated

with one of the components on this hypothesis' propagation path.

Components on the propagation path of a valid hypothesis are assigned different degrees

of fault severity. The primitive component at the begining of the propagation path is called the

RES PON SIBLE-COMPON ENT. Components whose associated sensors are prodiucing the curren1t

symptoms are called DEFINITELY-AFFEC'FLD. Components which are onl theit propag-at i,)1 palt 1i

but do not have associated sensors are called POSSI 13LY- XEF l( TED I)F'ie ,- t'ir ., Lr 0

3p 1

2.t

eachof hic beinswiththeassmpton hatone f tle ircafts pimitivecotponntsis
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"' ", fault severity are presented to the operator in a series of graphics displays which show drawings

(of the overall aircraft and its individual systems. On the graphics displays, the drawing of th

RESPONSIBLE-COMPONENT is shaded darkest, and the POSSIBLY-AFFECTED components

-" are shaded lightest. These displays quickly show the operator the direct and indirect effects of the

current fault situation.

The Faultfinder system closely matches the requirements for the NASP system status monitor.

It already has two of the five diagnostic hierarchy levels, their interfaces are implemented through

a blackboard, and the semantic network knowledge base has the structure needed to develop the

full functional hierarchy. For these reasons, Faultfinder was chosen to serve as the basis for the

NASP System Status Monitor.

4.2 NASP Knowledge Base

,,., The first task in modifying the Faultfinder system to become a NASP System Status Monitor

(SSM) was to develop the knowledge base. This involved both making the knowledge base specific

to the NASP domain and extending the knowledge base to include all five levels of the functional

* .. hierarchy.

4-2.1 ,ASP-specific Knowledge Faultfinder's knowledge base originally contained represen-

, tations of only the hydraulic system and one engine. There were functional and physical dependency

links within those two systems, but neither of those links existed between the system and aircraft

levels. The only links that existed between these levels showed that one was a PART-OF the other.

I, The NASP aircraft description first needed different system definitions than those used in

Faultfinder. The scope of this study did not allow an exhaustive description of every possible

system in an aircraft as complex as the NASP. Therefore, a subset of five primary systems was

chosen to represent the NASP aircraft. These five systems are:

35
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.N 1. Propulsion system, which includes two engines,

2. Hydraulic system with two independent subsystems.

3. Fuel system,

4. Flight control system, and

5. Thermal protection system.

Appendix A contains a description of the function and structure of each of these systems.

After the five aircraft systems and their components were added to the knowledge ha'

their interconnections were represented with functional dependency links. Here, the difference

between Faultfinder and the NASP SSM is that the NASP knowledge base shows that the aircraft

is dependent on the proper functioning of its constituent systems, while Faultfinder does not. In

the NASP SSM. inter-level dependency extends from the top of the functional hierarchy to the

- bottom. It is this dependency between levels that allows the NASP SSM to show how faults at any

level of the hierarchy can affect any higher level.

4.2.2 Extending I&h Knowledge Base The last additions to the NASP SSM knowledge base

were the two highest levels of the hierarchy: the mission and flight phase levels. The structure of

these two levels is somewhat different than the lower three levels. These two levels have parts and

functional dependencies that are conceptual operating states rather than physical hardware. As

an example, the mission itself is an extended operating state. and it is dependent on the five flight

phases. which are also operating states. In turn, each of the flight phases is functionally dependent

on both physical (the aircraft) and conceptual (lift, drag, altitude, etc.) components.

One shortcoming of the structure of the knowledge base is its inability to represent l.>'iI

relationships. If a component is dependent on three other components. there is no way to say thaT

it depends on all three at the same tirue (I AND 2 AND 3). or that in sore sit uati 1 it ,,t,

- tlWO cotMii;rnints to,,t her ,r a third hy itself ((1 AND 2) OR 21)

. %
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The complete NASP System Status Monitor Knowledge Base is listed in Appendix 13.

4.3 Monztonng Function

Faultfinder offers two different ways to perform the monitoring function. First, the user call

provide a file of raw sensor readings. These data will be read by Faultfinder. and the values will U'

be compared to the sensor values predicted by the monitor's numerical models. If the input lata

disagree with the predicted sensor values, the monitor will produce fault symptoms to be used by

the diagnosis function. In the alternate method, the user can interactively enter fault symptoms.

thus bypassing the numerical models.

The NASP SSM currently allows only interactive entry of fault symptoms. The user selects

the system where a symptom is to appear, the sensor which will report the symptom, and the

qualitative value reported by the sensor. Figure 7 shows the available systems in the NASP SSM.

the sensors that each system contains, and the values that can be assigned to each sensor.

As Figure 7 indicates, the user is not able to specific the time-variance of any of the sensor

values, only the current value. The addition of this capability would allow the SSM to perf)rm

temporal reasoning tasks, such as prediction and planning.

When the NASP and its missions are more clearly defined, numerical models of its svstems,

and operations can be developed and added to the NASP SSM monitoring function.

4.4 Dzagnosis Function

Both Faultfinder and the NASP SSM perform a two-stage diagnosis function and ,i-play

their results in both text and graphics form. However. there is one important difference in the wa\

the NASP SSM performs its second stage. This difference allows the NASP SS.l t,' dct,,rinino th,.

pro~pagation of fault affects through the entire finctional hierarchy, not just within a sltul," s%-,,1.
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F~yse Seso Values - - ---

AicatArpeA ih oml o
Altitude

AliktudeA

21 tchA
RollA
YawA

Engine (left or right) NI High, Normal, Low
Epr
Eg t
Voltage
Thrust
Vibration Yes, No

Hydraulic-Subsystem Hyd-SUbsys-Pressure High, Normal, Low

*(A or B) Hyd-Pumpi-Pressure
Hyd-Pump2-Pressure

Fuel-SystemA Fuel-FlowA High, Normal, Low
* Fuel-FlowB

Fwd-Tanik-Quantl ty

sr Aft-Tank-Quantity
Feed -TankA-Quant ity
Feed-TankB-Quant ity
Total-Fuel-Quantity

Fe- Imba lance

Flight-Control-System Left-Elevon-Positlon High, Normal, Low

Right-Elevon-Posi tion
Body-Flap-Posi tion
Rudder-Position

Thermal-Protection-Sys Nosecap-Temp High, Normal, Low
Left-Wing-Temp
Right-Wing-Temp
Engine-Inlet-Temp
EngineA-Internal-Temp
EngineB-In ternal-Temp
Engine-Nozzle-Temp
Vert-Tail-Temp
Fwd-Hyd-Cooling-Pressure
Fwd-Elec-Cool ing-Pressure
LeE t-Hyd-Cooling-Pressure
Left -Elec-Cooling-Pressure
Right-Hyd-Cool ing-Pressure
Right-Elec-Cool ing-Pressure

7 S,, teris i~cs. andi . - r Xi
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4.4.1 Stage I Both Faultfinder and the NASP SSM use a two-stage fault diagnosis pro.- .

Stage I compares the current symptoms to a set of stored fault-symptom association rub's. lhit]-

diagnosis stage has the advantage of quickly recognizing the most common fault situations. If the

fault symptoms do not match any of the rules in Stage 1, then Stage 2 of the diagnosis func iu is

engaged.

4.4.2 Stage 2 To diagnose a fault situation. Faultfinder's Stage 2 produces a series f diag-

nosis hypotheses. Each hypothesis consists of a list of components from the functional hii'r;trchv

of the aircraft. This list is called the propagation path, and starts with a unique primitive coin-

ponent. Each hypothesis is based on the assumption that its primitive component is responsible

for the current set of fault symptoms. This assumption is tested by building a propagation path %

from the primitive component to each component that is dependent on it (as determined by the

"functional-dependents" links in the semantic network). A propagation path is stopped in one

-*'- of two ways. The first and most obvious way is if the propagation path reaches the top nf the

functional hierarchy. The second way is more subtle and also more important. If the prpawI.at io0

".e path reaches a component that has a sensor associated with it (as determined by the "associated-

sensor,' link in the semantic network), and that sensor is not producing one of the rurr',nt fault

symptoms, then the propagation path stops. This reason for stopping a propagation path is tih, 2

basis of the diagnosis process and deserves further explanation. "-

By assuming that a particular priniitive component is responsible for the current fault 1it-

ation. the diagnosis function also assumes that the effects of the faulty primitive conpotI't will

propagate through the functional hierarchy. Since the diagnosis function only handles sinai,, faut ,

then all current fault symptoms must be caused by the propagated effects of the responsibi' ,'co-

ponent. For a fault to propagate. its effects must be felt on tie entire propagation pathi. T'lr,,fr,."

if a component has a sensor which is tot aff,,ctd by t lie fault propai~ation. that ,'olptt11r,:n01

be on the propagation path.

%%% %~
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-Figure S. Sample Fault Propagaton Tree..

Once liv poth,,,e are produced for all the primitive compcnients. thlv are t,.td for 'ali lit .o

.\ hypothesis is valid only if it explains all of the current fault symptoms. That is. te propagation0

p:t 1h )f a valid hypotliesis will contain all the components whose sensors are prolucing tie ,i rret

fault s niptoras
5%

A smr ',.'xumpi', will hi'p to illustrate this process. Consi,r the graph in Fiur' , N. .,

'A through (- rpr,'sent the *7omponhts of a system being diagnroed. with n,d,.s "E". F aid

" "G" represnit m- p riiut Ie components I lie nodes are connected by direc ted arcs which r., rez'n

functional dependencies Thus. "B" depends on "E", "C" dpenids on "F ,D" depend. on G".

and "A" depends en "B" "C'" and "D" There are three senscrs in this systen "". 'V" an Z"

with sensors Y-Y and Z reporting faults

Th, dvinr s ,;s functin will att,.:npt to t~uh id a p otli fr.nu a pra ;:,:ti,. ' !, ,.t tIhr,: :'

%,
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• will begin with a path from "E" to "'B" Since the sensor associated with "13" is not alffetel, thi"

path cannot be completed. and this hypothesis will include only E"

The second hypothesis will begin with a path from "F" to "'C". Since there is nothing at ""

to stop the propagation. this path will continue to "A" which has an affected sensor and so sliuld

be included. Therefore. the second hypothesis is "F-C-A(X)".

fit' th ird hypotliesis will begin with a path from '(;" to 'D". Node 1)" ha san aff ct d s.nis r,

so it can be included in the propagation path. The next node. node 'A". also has an affected sensor

and can be included in the path. Therefore, the third hypthesis is "(G-D(Y)--A{X)" 

After all possible hypotheses have been produced, the diagnosis function will determine if any ,.
,#..

of the hypotheses is valid. The test for validity will be if the hypothesis includes all of the currently

affected sensors. Of the three hypotheses produced in this example, only the third hypothesis

includes both sensors X" and "Y". Therefore, the third hypothesis is the only valid hypothesis.

aInd it has declared the primitive component at node -'G" to be responsible for the current fault

There is one major difference between Faultfinder's implementation of the diagnosis function

and the NASP SSM's iniplementaion. When Faultfinder is activated, it reads a file containing

the physical description of the aircraft. This description is in the form of the semantic network

knowledge base. In the knowledge base, the sensors are linked to the components to which they are

physically attached. Faultfinder modifies the knowledge base after it is loaded so that the sensor

associations are 'migrated" up the functional hierarchy. This has the affect of giving any particular

component a list of associated sensors that includes its own original sensors and all sensors from its

constituent parts. This sensor migration arrangement has some practical uses, such as localizing

the generation of hypotheses to only those parts of the knowledge base that have affected sensors.

However, sensor migration has a detrimental effect on the forri of diagnosis used in the NASP SSM.

Fault finder's knowl,,go ,ase has funct ional dependency links ,rel wit hin sstem s Therfr,'.

S ,f ii -tfcts C,'an rpagat, nl within a 'o st'il. O n thi ,tlthr han,. th, NASP SS! l's f i tin; l

% ,%
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dependency links extend from the bottom to the top of the functional hierarchy in order to show

the full effect of a fault situation. If the NASP SSM were to use the sensor migration technique, the
,0%

component at the top of the functional hierarchy would have every sensor in the physical systeili

associated with it. Therefore, the top component could be on every propagation path, and far too '..'

many seenungly valid hypotheses would be produced. For this reason, the NASP SSM does not Ise

se,-sor ligration, and so does not localize its hypothesis generation. What the NASP SSM loses ill

,1eficiency is gained in its ability to show the full effects of a fault situation.

Both Faultfinder and the NASP SSM produce a default hypothesis if a valid hypothesis

cannot be generated. A default hypothesis will consist of two or more separate, unconnected fault 5

propagation paths. Each of these default paths will begin with a component with an affected sensor.

This component is not necessarily a primitive component. The default paths will propagate from ..-

these components until stopping for one of the reasons stated above. V_,-

If all the primitive components failed to produce a valid hypothesis, an alternative to produc- %

*lg a default hypothesis would be to attempt to build hypotheses based on composite components.

This would allow Stage 2 to narrow the diagnosis to a subsystem or system rather than a primitive

component. This capability should be explored as an enhancement to the NASP SSM.

Whether it produces valid or default hypotheses, the diagnosis function displays it results

both as text and graphics. The diagnosis graphics displays will be examined next.

4.4 Y Diagnosis Displays Figure 9 shows the NASP SSM systern display. The systeir ,i.-- r

play is divided into four windows, or panes. where different information is proent'ed Mlnl, tr

information is displayed in the upper right and lower left panes. The upper right pane shows a

graphical representation of engine instruments. The instrument readings change with Ahiancs ill

input sensor data. A future enhancement to the NASP SS.M would have instrument displays fer

the other aircraft. systems displayed in this pant, at apprnpriat, tfil,'s. 'h currntfult sylpl,>ul

- are listed in tl, l,)%wr left pane,

* 12
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"'Results of the diagnosis function occupy the upper left and lower right display panes. After

the diagnosis function has produced a valid or default hypothesis. its results are displayed in two
-N

ways. First, the hypothesis is listed in textual form in the lower right display pane. called the

diagnosis pane. The diagnosis pane is too small to display the entirety of most hypotheses, so the

display is scrolled one pane at a time. Figure 10 shows an example of the entire listing of a fault

hypothesis. The first line of the hypothesis listing shows which hypothesis is being listed if there are

more than one. The next section, labeled "Causes," showns the results of Stage 1 of the diagnosis

function. If no Stage 1 Diagnosis has been produced, the cause will be listed as "'Unknown."

Next, each affected component in the fault propagation path is listed along with the component's

fault severity. Fault severities fall into three categories. A "RESPONSIBLE-COMPONENT" is

tlh component judged to be responsible for all the current fault symptoms. A"DEFINITELY-

AFFECTED" component is one that is directly on the fault propagation path, or one that has

iii alfected sensor. A "POSSIBLY-AFFECTED" component is one that is on a branch of the

0 pr),-f-gation path and has no sensors associated with it. The next section in the hypothesis listing

iN the type )f reasoning used to arrive at the current hypothesis. The possible types are "SINGLE ."

FAULT FUNCTIONAL PROPAGATION" and "SINGLE FAULT PHYSICAL PROPAGATION."

I-i, N ASP SSM only supports functional propagation. Finally, the fault propagation path is listed.

This is the same as the affected components listing, but fault severities are not included.

The results of a fault hypothesis are also displayed graphically in the upper right portion of

the display, called the system window. There are 16 different displays that can be shown In ih,"

system window. These displays can be grouped into the five levels of the functional hierarchy, as

shown in Figure 11. Each display depicts components of its corresponding level of the funct ional

hierarchy. When a fault hypothesis determines that a component is affected by the current fault

sit uation, the outline of that component will be shaded, using the key at the bottom of the >vsteim

W -trow. The shading corresponds to the fault severity for lhat ,omponent This shiadin, shi,'i

,Tii,klv hws th,' fl dht crew thu)s. connilueits affected by a fault situation. I'igurs 12 ihruuwj 27

%i %
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Hypothesis 1 of 2

Causes
UNKNOWN

Affected Components
("GEARBOXA" "RESPONSIBLE-COMPONENT")

("GEARBOXA' "DEFINITELYAFFECTED")

("ENGINE-HYD-PUMPA!" "D)EFINITELYAFFECTED")

("HYDRAULIC-LINEA" "DEFINJITELYAFFECTED")

("HYDRAULIC-SUBSYSTEMA" "DEFINITELYAFFECTED")

"HYDRAULIC-SYSTEMA" "DEFINITELYAFFECTED")

("TAKEOFF-PLANE" "DEFINITELYAFFECTED)

("TAKEOFF" "DEFINITELYAFFECTED")

"MISSIONA" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED')

("CLIMB' "DEFINITELYAFFECTED")

"CLIMB-PLANE" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")

"CRUISE-PLANE" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")

("DESCENT-PLANE" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")

6 ) 'LANDING-PLANE" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")
("YDSUBSYSA-PRESSURE" "DEFINITELYAFFECTED")

"LEFT-ELEVON-ACTUATOR-1" "DEFINITELYAFFECTED')

("RIGHT-ELEVON-ACTUATOR-l" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")

('BODY-FLAP-ACTUATOR-i" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")

"RUDDER-ACTUATOR-i" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")

Fault Type
SigeFutFntoa-rpgto

Propagation Path

("GEARBOXA")
"ENGINE-HYD-PUMPAi")
"IYDRAULIC-LItJEA")
("HYDRAULIC-SUBSYSTEMA")
("HYDRAULIC-SYSTEMA")
("TAKEOFF-PLANE")
("TAKEOFF")
"MISS IGNA"
("CLIMB')
("CLIMB-PLANE")
("CRUISE-PLANE")
("DESCENT-PLANE")

"LANDING-PLANE")
("HYD-SUBSYSA-PRESSURE")
("LEFT-ELEVON-ACTUATOR-i")
("RIGHT-ELEVON-ACTUATOR-1")
('BODY-FLAP-ACTUATOR-'')
("RUDDER-ACTUATOR-i")

- - i~ur 10 S Ir~Ipl 1 tilt 11vprAMit'is Listilig
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Figure 12. Mission Display.

p.

hliol, ,,eich of tie 16 possible: dipl~as in the system window.

V .5 Remcdiation Function

The reinediation function is intended to propose a course of action to the flight crew that will

counteract the effects of the current fault symptoms. As was explained in the previous chapter. it

was decided that the remediation function would seek to compensate for the efftcts of the hiqlest-

level fault symptom. The highest-level fault ymptom is defined as the symptom whose associated

component is highest in the functional hierarchy The remediation function will t tmptto pr,.i, ,'c

one or more remedies for each valid hypothesis.

After the diagnosis function has produced a .et of valid lypotlieses. the reo:di.tl :i fI ntluln

seeks the highest-level fault symptom. It st irts at the top of th, fu'rin nal herir- mi d a t -,.ir h.s

downward until it finds a co iponnt N01,10 a_.S-,,-iIt'd isr I> l)roltuciiz,.n,.f h.'urrn? f ult

%.
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Figure 13. Takeoff Display.
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Figure 15. Cruise Display.
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Figure 17. Landing Display.
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Figure 21. Right Engine Display.
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Figure 23. Le't Hydraulic Subsystem Display.
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I. Airspeed Low

2. l'iel-Pressure Low

.4..

3. I'lirust Low

and there are two coip,..ting remedial action sequences,

1. Engage Afterburner causes Increase Thrust,

2. Inrea,. Thru.st causes Increase Airspeed

€'p and,

1. Decrease Weight causes Decrease Drag,

2. Decrease Drag causes Increase Airspeed.

In this case, tht, first action sequence would be preferred, because it counteracts two of the three
0

current symptoms, whereas the second action sequence only counteracts the "Airspeed Low" syrup-

Remedies are displayed in textual form on the diagnosis pane of the display. Figure 2S shows

an example reme:dy listing.

"U

., 0'- ,mmm, ~na~m -mn n mnm m mmm
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V.Results

To demonstrate its functions and capabilities, the NASP Svstem Status Monitor was pres~tl"

w it h three different types of test inputs. The first series of tests involved a set of four oitl

relIated fault symptoms. These symptoms were entered interactively Into the SSNM five r its Oti

* the first trial, all four symnptorms were entered. For the second through fifth trials. a diffcretit on,

f thei four symptoms was omnitted.

Thie second series of test inputs also included a set of four logically related fault syipt onus.

Again. these symptoms were entered five times, with all four symiptoms entered on the first trial1.

For the second through fifth trail, a single additional symptom was addcd to the other four.

* IThe results of the test runs show that the NASP SSNI will successfully diagnose sets of

logically related fault symptoms, using both fault association rules and functional relatiotisltip 4

*fault hypothesis generation. However, if the symptoms are somehow discontinuous, or randomn and~
%'

o . V. Tsslt1.4

To~ firostrete ofs futnytios sed pbltiest the pefrac fteNASP System StatusMoior s -'t,,

sstems would affert the flight control system, with the flight control anomaly tult imately inipa iriw .

overall aircraft performance. The following four fault symptoms were given to the SS to jrf, >ItM

-v-

th e secn eiso etipt ls nlddasto orlgial'rltdfutsmt

1g. hedse syspo- Prere -nee Low tms ihalforsmtm nee n h is ra. y

F3r te eon thogsith tlw igeadtoa ypo a addt h te or ..

the IresulVts ow etrn hwta h APSMwl ucsflydans eso ,
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.When presented with these four faults, the SSM did not produce a Stage I ,iagno.i-. i-

returned two Stage 2 hypotheses. Both of these hypotheses contained two remedies.

Figure 29 is a diagram of the fault propagation path produced by the SSM for th, firt"

Stage 2 hypothesis. In this hypothesis, the gearbox in the left engine is the responsible conpoiwnt.

and the fault effects propagate directly to the mission level at the top of the functional hicuirrhy. %
%

The legend at the bottom of Figure 29 shows which components in the diagrain are respotsild,.

components, definitely affected, possibly affected, or sensors.

One interesting aspect of this hypothesis is its apparent deviation from the intent of its tst

set of fault symptoms. The fault propagation was intended to begin with a fault in or near the heft

engine-driven hydraulic pump (Engine-Hyd-PumpA). This fault was supposed to propagate through

the left hydraulic subsystem to the flight control system, where it would affect the hydraulically-

driven control surface actuators. The affected actuators would incorrectly position a control surface

which would aerodynamically impair the climb rate. Figure 29 appears to show that the fault "' -'

propagation within the flight control system actually has no effect on the upward propagation of

the fault in the functional hierarchy. This is true to a point, since the propagation path just as

easily could have gone from "Flight-Control-SysA" to "Takeoff-Plane" as it did from "llydraulic-

SystemA" to "Takeoff-Plane." The Takeoff-Plane (and all other instances of the *Plane") are

functionally dependent on both the Flight Control System and the Hydraulic Syst em. The reason

one path was chosen over the other lies in the knowledge base. The "'functional-dependents" links

for the "Hydraulic-LineA." are ordered unintentionally so that the "lydraulic-Subsystem..\ coms--

before the Left- Elevon-Actuator-l. Therefore, the propagation path through the hydraulic vstll .

is explored (and found to lead to the top of the functional hierarchy) before the path through thf

Flight Control System is attempted.

The second hypot hesis for this set of fault symptins is I he sain, as the first except thtu h,. .

fAt't ongine-,irivon hydIraiu ic pum p is no(1w t hi re'sp,,sibl, , ,lnpotne t .', tigur,. 3H). silo". II,-

. . . . .. . . . . . . .° . . ..- .- j . - . **-.- - ..-. ,* * . . . ., . ,. . . .. . , . . .
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REMEDY 1 OF 2

-. REMEDIAL ACTION

N1OtE-PIF3HT COrITP'L-STI i
D'EOPERSE LEFT -ELEIDII1-PiJSIT 10H
DECRERSE DiPAI
IH1'PER'SE riRCHR 0
IHt'PERSE CLIriB-PRTEt;

Diaoi re

REMEDY 2 OF 2

REMEDIAL ACTION

DE)-PER' ELE-E.Irfp:ETc'
DECPERS:E CPR,-
IHKPEt;SERIEED

Figure .31. Te.5t 1 A ReriedieS.

.* rl ox !iLS; m) r~r Stag,' 2 could not deterinie if a gearbn\ fault or a livirinli,

r~~ftult wA-,S Causing the lv-unA1rese'symptom. Therefore. Srage, 2 prodic-d -I

L 1-11-.i, f. r ":1 h f hs

13h:;h h fJ'r h is tevst havo, t h-~~m t wo rem-dies, shown in Figure 31. The.,e elS

c w-U stei &.t e fault s, riptorn. 'lhe low "Climb- RateA ." Albo. hzr-:i r'w

%'.j~:'<fl"f~ a>> pei li L ~tA. anid"Lf-Een-j-.ti

x t t1 f 11
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*'-K' "Left-Elevon-Position" symptom has a drastic effect on the suggested renedial actions.

Figure 32 shows the fault propagation path for Test LB. This diagram is tile same as I',"r

Test 1A, except that the fault effects for the entire Flight Control System are omitted. Ill tli.-

test case, the beginning and end of the propagation path are estal!ished by the 'ttvd-Punip.l-

Pressure" and "Climb-RateA" symptoms, respectively. The three components in the center of 1h,.

propagation path (Ifvdraulic-SubsystemA, Hlydrauic-SysteniA. and Takeoff-Plane) do not hay'"v

associated sensors, and so just carry the propagation. They do not have the potential to stop the
I

propagation N

Let us assume that either the Hydraulic-Subsyst-mA or Hydraulic-SvstemA had their own :,.,

sensors, and those sensors were unaffected by the current symptoms. In this case, they could stop
I

the fault propagation and Stage 2 would be forced to seek another path, such as through the Flight

Control System. Under this assumption, Test 1 would still produce the same basic hypotheses.

with the propagation path going from the "Flight-Control-SysA" rather than from the "Hydraulic- a'

SvstemA" to the "Takeoff-Plane." The same could not be said for the hypotheses produced ill

Test LB. Here the hydraulic subsystem symptoms would be cut off from the higher level synptot,

f,)rming two "islands" of symptoms and their effects. These "islands" are in fact how a detilt

iv, pothiesis is represented when no valid hypothesis can be generated.

The major difference between Test 1A and Test 11B is in the generation of remedial acttions.

The two Test 1A hypotheses each had two remedies, and each r emedy counteracted two synvl, '>

(Clitnb-lateA and Left-Elevon-Position). Since -'Left-Elevon-Position" is no longer a sv ptolii. it

cannot affect the choice of remedial actions. In 'rest 1B. the best remedies to be found countor:tl

only one symptom, and there are 22 such remedies. shown in Figure 33.

Clearly, this is a case where, some other criteria must b used to sel'ct a smalle r ninil"-'r',

appropriate' rerntii's

..a. . . . .
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(DECREASE TOTAL-FUEL-QUANTITY)
(DECREASE WEIGHT)
(INCREASE CLIMB-RATEA)

(MOVE-AFT CONTROL-STICK)
(INCREASE BODY-FLAP-POSITION)
(INCREASE PITCHA)
(INCREASE CLIMB-RATEA)

(MOVE-FORWARD CONTROL-STICK)
(DECREASE BODY-FLAP-POSITION)
(DECREASE PITCHA)
(INCREASE MACHA)
(INCREASE CLIMB-RATEA)

(PUSH LEFT-RUDDER-PEDAL)
(DECREASE RUDDER-POSITION)
(DECREASE DRAG)
(INCREASE MACHA)
INCREASE CLIMB-RATEA)

(MOVE-FORWARD CONTROL-STICK)
(DECREASE BODY-FLAP-POSITION)
(DECREASE DRAG)
(INCREASE MACHA) 

b

(INCREASE CLIMB-RATEA)

(MOVE-LEFT CONTROL-STICK)

(DECREASE RIGHT-ELEVON-POSITION)
(DECREASE DRAG)
(INCREASE MACHA)
(INCREASE CLIMB-RATEA)

(MOVE-RIGHT CONTROL-STICK)
(DECREASE LEFT-ELEVON-POSITION)
(DECREASE DRAG)
(INCREASE MACHA)
(INCREASE CLIMB-RATEA)

(DECREASE TOTAL-FUEL-QUANTITY)
(DECREASE WEIGHT)
(DECREASE DRAG)
(INCREASE MACHA)
(INCREASE CLIMB-RATEA)

Fi,,r, 33 Tst III ,, , .
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(INCREASE BOOST-PUMPB-PRESSURE)
(INCREASE FUEL-FLOWB)

(INCREASE THRUSTB)
(INCREASE TOTAL-THRUST)
(INCREASE MACHA)
(INCREASE CLIMB-RATEA)

(INCREASE NIB)
(INCREASE EPRB)
(INCREASE THRUSTB)
(INCREASE TOTAL-THRUST)
(INCREASE MACHA)
(INCREASE CLIMB-RATEA)

(INCREASE BOOST-PUMPA-PRESSURE)
(INCREASE FUEL-FLOWA)

(INCREASE THRUSTA)

(INCREASE TOTAL-THRUST)

(INCREASE MACHA)
(INCREASE CLIMB-RATEA)

(INCREASE NIA)

(INCREASE EPRA)
,.'- (INCREASE THRUSTA)

( INCREASE TOTAL-THRUST)
(INCREASE MACHA)
(INCREASE CLIMB-RATEA)

(MOVE-FORWARD CONTROL-STICK)
(DECREASE BODY-FLAP-POSITION)
(DECREASE PITCHA)
(INCREASE AIRSPEEDA)
(INCREASE CLIMB-RATEA)

(PUSH LEFT-RUDDER-PEDAL)
(DECREASE RUDDER-POSITION)
(DECREASE DRAG)

(INCREASE AIRSPEEDA)
" - (INCREASE CLIMB-RATEA)

(MOVE-FORWARD CONTROL-STICK)
(DECREASE BODY-FLAP-POSITION)
(DEr-EASE DRAG)
(~V 'SE AIRSPEEDA)
(IN SE CLIMB-RATEA)

1 3.3 '1~ 11 1 B

-p. pW = -m *.*'mp'.... .... . .. .. .. . .. . * ~ .' . . . .



Im-

(MOVE-LEFT CONTROL-STICK)
(DECREASE RIGHT-ELEVON-POSITION)
(DECREASE DRAG)
(INCREASE AIRSPEEDA)
(INCREASE CLIMB-RATEA)

(MOVE-RIGHT CONTROL-STICK)
(DECREASE LEFT-ELEVON-POSITION)
(DECREASE DRAG)
(INCREASE AIRSPEEDA)
(INCREASE CLIMB-RATEA)

(DECREASE TOTAL-FUEL-QUANTITY)
(DECREASE WEIGHT)
(DECREASE DRAG)
(INCREASE AIRSPEEDA)
(INCREASE CLIMB-RATEA)

(INCREASE BOOST-PUMPB-PRESSURE)
(INCREASE FUEL-FLOWB)
(INCREASE THRUSTB)
(INCREASE TOTAL-THRUST)
(INCREASE AIRSPEEDA)
(INCREASE CLIMB-RATEA)

(INCREASE NIB)
(INCREASE EPRB)
(INCREASE THRUSTB)
(INCREASE TOTAL-THRUST)
(INCREASE AIRSPEEDA)
(INCREASE CLIMB-RATEA)

(INCREASE BOOST-PUMPA-PRESSURE)
INCREASE FUEL-FLOWA)
INCREASE THRUSTA)

(INCREASE TOTAL-THRUST)
(INCREASE AIRSPEEDA)
(INCREASE CLIMB-RATEA)

(INCREASE NiA)
(INCREASE EPRA)
(INCREASE THRUSTA)
(INCREASE TOTAL-THRUST)
(INCREASE AIRSPEEDA)
(INCREASE CLIMB-RATEA)

[1' : 3.3 , -t IB PR i R, df
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This test was the same as Test LA except that thre -Clib-Rate.- svinpt oinl was lt

Jbi III, dletion changed tire entire outcome of the diagnosis process. since no valid liypot hiesis cid

he genierated. The result is a default hypothesis, where each sensor Is declare to b,~ -eiit 1\

affected" and all components on what would othe rwise be calleoi the propagation pat h are heclktiod

to he -possibly affected .' Bec ause the affected( comnponen ts cannot be connected toc f('r ii a si I,

prcopagationi path. the default hypothesis has "islands" of fault effects which can he seen in 1 igtir, :3..

Since Stage 2 of the diagnosis function did niot produce a valid fault hypothesis, thre remredia-

tion function did not produce any remedies. Although the current implementation of the 55 4 will

ti(,t attempt to produce remnedies unless there is at least one valid hypothesis, there is no conceptunal

pnr diiition to doing so. The assumed intent of the remediation function was to counteract the of-

frcts of as many fault symptoms as possible without regard for the cause of those symptomis. L'iid.'r
L0

that a-isuniption. the absence of a diagnosis hypothesis should niot preclude anr attempt to r'tinl-

* . teract the fault symptorms. Therefore, the remediation should perhaps be modified to recontrn~nd

reni,' hal act ion in all cases.

This test shows tha-t thre deletion of a single symptomi can prevent the generation 4f a \;ali

hy\pothesis. If Stage 2 could recognize the absence of a key symptom. it may he able- to cmplii at.,

and produce a valid liyijutlitsis.

* 54 Ttst 1D

rhis test was the samec as Test 1 A except that lie N inlI .\s q t d,. .1 1,

This deletion preventod Stage 2 of the diagniosis fuinct ion froni pr-dili any ~vp>tiI.b

faulit ItuatI(i ,)lthc iii h Iii ,tt 1,-%i 4f the fuiotionial hio'rarltvj~ I h, riaii r 1 th, i Ic: 'I,-

.-:tIIt, as L-t I.\. . 1 can Ie ,nl in fit ratm II FiL~ii,

7x -5 -- A,- L-
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* REMEDY 1 OF 1

REIIEDInL flCTIO?1

* rIOJE-LEF S COrITFOCL-ST '-'-I
1HCPEi',E LEFT -ELE' '!_f-F', -.IT Dtl

Di~ano!_i5 min.

Fiure 36 Teost ID Reied v.

The doletiun of the "C!:mb- Raot, e..\llvptolli also hiad aui offec, Oil the r'nl Als sote

with this diagnosis, Vhe remnediation functicn attemipts to countoract the effects of thliit

1,i fault svrupt,,in. Ill :il th.- pr,- is h.' r.-sS tll low " C1 imb-Pate.\ w~:LS i h4><

Snlp t cm. Since it is not present in this test, the remediatiun function c hose t li n-x:, liw st

nIit.;All. tlpe low 1 .t-rl.Vofl-i')Stt l 1t.-,)r .)111 livpotiwseS ill tits t'st fl"'e ti ll illre n.

*i;n ,oeqiw~e was pre-crih'd. Thie re-rorttnl.-i, r-illedy for thl:S test Is mowln'I ;nI 3 : -

* ~~~~Thius test %v, the ame as Tost 1 A excrpt thiiat thle '11 uup\1 rsor'snte

1- ' l l '_ c1haii - 1 i d the effect -,f l!"4 %k wha wa- tL I I f : f oilt I liltt.

'Il is ".". i''s Clir.L-Luru'.S rl ill ai!r 37 -1 i;, !n

t.",1!in- of I allui rq -ta:m: i path IL *.v rnh.!al at r I K> I!:, e.

same a in T-.:st IA 's"Fiziir" 31)
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*5.6 Te st 2.4

Test 2A involved another set of fault symptoms that were logically related ad tlirr'ore

should have produced a valid fault hypothesis. This set of symptoms was intended to show the

propagation of a fault in the fuel system to one of the engines, and the effect of the erigine prollein

manifesting itself in a low Mach number. The set of fault symptoms for this test were:

1. MachA - low

2. Thr:stB - low

3. Fuel-FlowB - high

4. Feed-TankB-Quantity - low.

As in Test 1A, the fault symptoms in Test 2A did not produce a Stage 1 diagnosis, but they

did produce three Stage 2 diagnoses. These diagnoses are shown in the fault propagation diagrams

of Figures 38, 39, and 10.

The fault propagation diagram in Figure 38 shows that t>e fault symptoms for this test

did produce the intended propagation path. The only difference in the three hypotheses is the

r,.spnsible component. The "EngineB-Feed-Tank" is the lowest-level component that must be

iI the propagation. path, because it is the lowest-level component with an affected sensor. The

"EngineB-Feed-Tank" i3 functionally dependent on both the "Fwd-Tank-Transfer-Pump" and the

"Aft-Tank-Transfer-Pump." Neither of these components have associated sensors, so they cal ;1,o

be considered responsible components in the second and third hypotheses.

For this set of fault symptoms. Stage 2 produces the same single remedy for each of tho hiro

hypotheses. This remedy attempts to counteract the highest-level fault symptom. low "\lo%i.\

The remedv, shown in Figure 41. actuallk counteracts two other faul' sympt oms in a diii i,

"MachA,"

73
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REMEDY 1 OF 1

REMEDIAL ACTION

IriCPER'H OS-~1F-~~'F
ItiI2.PERSE Fi!EL-FLOWBI

*4.4 IrlCPERSE THPLISTS
1t117PEREE TJTRL-THPH!;T
I14'7PERSE rIRCHR

Figure 41. Test 2.k Remedy.

5.7 Tes i 2B

This test is tie same as Test 2A except that an additional symptom, low --rwd-Ttnk-

uanitity." I ncluded. The addition of this symptomn at the bottom of th faul propagation Path1

focuses the diignos~is process. The result is a single fault hypothesis with the -Fwld- I el-TFi l*'

the responsible component. The remainder of the fault propagation path, shown in Fiztire 1*2. 1,

4."th, salle Ls III Tc,, 2.

InI this case, the additional symiptom do.'s not have an effect on the remedial action fu

The same- remeidy Is produced for the sligle Tst 213 hiypot he is as was produiied for each of tli'

Test 2.k hypothesps.

5. Test 2C

This test is the same as Test 2.- except that an a d~tmonal symptom, low '.NI B,- is ncrti'ld.

Because two of the current symptoms (high -Fuvl-FlowvB- and low -'N B1" ) matched one of the i~

- . ~~in the Stage 1 knowledge base, this set of symptom-s produced a Stage 1 Igns.Te iuc

of -Fuel-LeakB' is shrown in Figure .43. Since there are three reritainling SyrnptrcLs nt lxiin:.

1, thli-Sa, 2 1iires.Stage 2 also attemiptod to produice a dliosis.

.4 
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CURRENT -S YM PTO MS

("AH" 90 NL"ow I NLNL

("MAHAUT" 4960 NIL "lw" NIL NIL NIL)

("FUEL-FLO4B" 49615 NIL "high" NIL NIL NIL)
("FEED-TANKB-QUANTITY" 49621 NIL "low" NIL NIL NIL)
("NIB" 49627 NIL "low" NIL NIL NIL)

STAGE-i-DIAGNOSIS

"FUELLEAKB"

STAGE-2-DIAGNOSI S

("NIB" "DEFINITELYAFFECTED")
"COMPRESSORB" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")
"FEED-TANKB-QUANTITY" "DEFINITELYAFFECTED")
"ENGINEB-FEED-TANK" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")
"ENGINEB-TANK-BOOST-PUMP" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")
"CROSSFEED-VALVE" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")
"FUEL-DUMP-VALVEA" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")

~ 9.. "FIJEL-DLMP-VALVEB" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")
("FUEL-FLOWB" "DEFINITELYAFFECTED")
"FUEL-LINEB" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")

("GAS-GENERATORB" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")
("FUEL-INJECTORB" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")
("THRUSTB" "DEFINITELYAFFECTED")
("E.NGINEB" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")
"PROPULSION-SYSTEMA" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")

("TAKEOFF-PLANE" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED')
("CLIMB-PLANE" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")
("CRUISE-PLANE" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")
("DESCENT-PLANE" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")
("LANDING-PLI'%NE" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")
("TOTAL-THRUST" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")
("MACHA" "DEFINITELYAFFECTED")
("CLIMB" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")
("MISSIONA" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")
("CRUISE" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")
("MISSIONA" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")

%55 ("DESCENT" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")
("MISSIONA" "POSSIBLYAFFECTED")
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This test is the same as Test 2A except that an additional symptom. 'ow "Fwd-Elec-Cooliug-

Pressure." is included. This test also produces the same three basic hypotheses as Test 2A (see ft-.

Figures 44, 45, and 46).
I

However, the figures show that the new symptom also causes the fault to begin to propagate

into a different aircraft system, the Thermal Protection System.

The addition of the "Fwd-Elec-Cooling-Pressure" symptom does not alter the remedial action

originally recommended in Test 2A. This tends to confirm the intuitive feeling that remedial actions

token in the Thermal Protection System would not have a direct effect on increasing Mach number.

.5.10 Test 2E

This test is the same as Test 2A except that an additional symptom, low "Right-Elevon-

-flition." is included. However, the addition of this symptom prevents Stage 2 from producing a

valid fault hypothesis. Only a default hypothesis is produced. The reason for no valid hypothesis

being produced can be seen in the fault propagation path diagram in Figure .17. The two halves of

tile propagation path lead to the same components at the top of the functional hierarchy,. However,

no single path can be drawn from either half so that all five 'ault symptoms are traversed.

Since this is a default hypothesis. no remedial actions were recommended. As was the oase

with 'rest 1C, perhaps a remedial action for this test case would be just as appropriate and helpful

as in a situation where a valid fault hypothesis was produced.

This test is the opposite of Test IC. where the absence of a key symptom prevented getierat ion

of a valid hypothesis. Her2, the presence of an extraneous symptom caused a default hvput ,

If Stage 2 could recognize the presence of the irrelevant symlpton. Stage 2 may Ie ildh' t, il ,, It .

and produce a valid hypothesis.

-- - ' 4ftft I l h " ..
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IT Conclusions and Rcomt "(d01*o11,

6,1 Con clusions

Based on the theoretical development and implenentation of the protot.yp, Nittil r'-

space Plane System Status Monitor. the following general conclusions are drawn

1. It is useful to represent the diagnostic process as a hierarchy of functions, each opratina,

*upon and building upon the output of the lower levels of the hierarchy.

2. A combination of traditional expert system techniques and deeper functional reasoning ,-mi

lead to a more flexible diagnosis system than would be expected if either technique were used

alone-

:3. A systematic hierarchical representation of a physical system and its functions can aid in both

acquiring system knowledge and in the development of an effective diagnostic process.

0 .I. The hierarchical functional representation of the NASP allows the SSM to both diagnose the

causes of fault symptoms and determine their effect on all functional levels of the aircraft and

its mission.

One specific conclusion can also be drawn from this study of a prototype National Aerospace

Plane System Status Monitor.

I. The absence of one key symptom, or the addition of one extraneous symptom, can prevent

both Stages 1 and 2 from producing a valid fault hypothesis. (Also see Specific Recoinmeni-

dation 1.)

6.2 Recommendations

Based on the result, of this study and the capabilitis of the prototype N .. SP Syst'im Status 

,..,nit ,r. the following general recommendati,,ns are mad':

S5
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,., 1. 'lie SSm should be expanded to implement the numerical modeling capabilities of the moni-

toring function. This capability would allow the SSM to be operated with a stream of sensor %

input values to produce an event-driven simulation of a NASP mission.

2. .- s a project for a future student or group of students, the two highest levels of the diagnosis

process, prediction and planning, should be added to the SSM.

3. The SSM displays and other aircrew interfaces should be subjected to a human factors anal-

ysis. This analysis would determine the best way to present the SSM information to the

aircrew. and how best to receive commands and information from the aircrew.

Based on the details of the prototype NASP System Status Moaitor, the following specific

recommendations are made:

1. Both Stage I and Stage 2 of the diagnosis function should be modified to recognize extraneoi m-

',' symptoms, or the absence of key symptoms. This would allow generation of a valid hvpotlesi

or diagnosis in cases that would otherwise produce default hypotheses.

2. The SSM's knowledge base needs the ability to represent logical relationships. For examplo.

it should be possible to represent and reason about the fact that the hydraulic subsystem

pressure is functionally dependent on pump-A and/or pump-B.

3. The capability should be added to interactively enter or automatically infer the first derivative

of sensor values. As an example, the user can now specify a symptom such as high or hLw

"Nosecap-Temp." The user should also be able to specific that "'Nosecap-Tnip" is tilr'a.1T.

or decreasing. Each of the diagnosis functions should also be able to reason about i i, :i-

derivative values.

4. Stage 2 of the SSM diagnosis function can build fault hvpothises ha. .,,

primitive coinponents. If no valid hypotheses can he, prol'i - T ' '

N. ;. lpo nents, Stage 2 should be all to move 11 1) ' o ,.l il a % 1 t , '

,[-.v..,,~~........ ... ,.-..-...... ... , .
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the diagnosis process over again. This would ensure that higher-level fault symptoms were

diagnosed at least to the subsystem or system level.

5. Currently, the SSM shows only engine instruments in the upper right portion of the display.

The interface functions should be expanded to show instrument displays appropriate to the

pictorial display in the upper left portion of the SSM display. An example would be to display

fuel gauges when the fuel system is pictured in the upper left display window.

VS.
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a.~\ Appendix A. Explanation of the NASP Aircraft Systems

The current representation of the National Aerospace Plane in the NASP System Status

Monitor knowledge base contains five aircraft systems. These systems are

1. Propulsion system

2. Hydraulic system

3. Fuel system r

4. Flight controls system

5. Thermal protection system. h

Following is an explanation of the physical properties of the five aircraft systems represented in the

knowledge base.

* A.1 Propulsion System

,, The propulsion system consists of two engines. The engines are modeled after the airturbo

"a- ramjet (ATR) as described in [21]. This engine uses a gas generator supplied with cryogenic fuel

such as liquid hydrogen/liquid oxygen. The fuel combines in the gas generator and expands through

. the turbine to power the compressor. Unburned fuel is combined in the combustor with compressed

air from the compressor. The compressor is only needed at low Mach numbers (less than Mach

2-3). At higher Mach numbers, ram-air is sufficient to support combustion in the combustor. Extra

hydrogen fuel is added in the combustor by the fuel injectors. The hot fuel exhaust is expanded

out the nozzle to produce thrust.
;J.

J. Through the gearbox, each engine drives a hydraulic pump and an electric generator. The

"N1" sensor measures the rotational speed of the compressor. The "EGT" sensor measures the gas

temperature at the inlet to the turbine. The "EPR" sensor measures the pressure ratio between

--.. the compressor inlet and the turbine outlet. The remaining sensors are self-oxplaiator."

88 ...
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A.2 Hydraulic System

The hydraulic system consists of two identical and independent subsystems. Each hydraulic

subsystem consists of a hydraulic fluid reservoir, an engine-driven and electrically-driven pump, and,

an output line. The reservoir is instrumented with a quantity sensor. Each pump has a pressure

sensor, as does the output line.

A.3 FuelSystem

The fuel is stored in two primary fuel tanks (forward and aft). Pumps in each of these tanks

transfer fuel into left and right feed tanks, where boost pumps move the fuel to the crossfeed valve. '

The crossfeed valve directs the fuel into the left and/or right fuel lines, from which the cryogenic

fuel is fed to the engines and the thermal protection system. Each fuel line has a fuel dump valve.
-F

Each of the four fuel tanks has a fuel quantity sensor, and the fuel lines are instrumented with fuel

flow sensors.

A.4 Flight Control System

The flight control system consists of four primary control surfaces; right and left elevons.
"U..

body flap, and rudder. Each control surface is driven by two control surface actuators, and is

instrumented by a position sensor.

A.5 Thermal Protection System

The thermal protection system works by circulating cryogenic fuel through the hot structures

of the aircraft. These hot structures include the leading edges of the nosecap, wings, and vertical

tail, and the inlet, nozzle, and internal structure of the engines. Each of the hot structures has an'

associated temperature sensor. The cryogenic fuel is forced through the thermal protection system-"

by six pumps, each of which has a pressure sensor,

..
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Appendix B. Listing of the NASP System Status Monitor Knowledge Base

(MissionA mission (parts (Takeoff

Cl imb
Cruise
Descent 5

Landing))
(functionally-dependent-on (TakeoffA

Climb
Cruise
Descon t
Landing)))1

(Takeoff flight-phase (part-of (MissionA))
(parts (Takeoff-Plane

Total-Thrust
Weight
Drag
Attitude
Lift
Ai rspeedA.
Altitud9A
Climb-RateA) '*

(associated-sensors (AirspeedA
Alt itud*A
Climb-RateA()

(functional-dependents (MissionA
Climb
Cruise
Descent
Landing))

(functionally-dependent-on (Takeoff-Plane
Total-Thrust
Weight
Drag
Attitude
Lift))

(Climb flight-phse ',part-of (MissionA((
(parts (Climb-Plane

Total-Thrust
Weight
Drag
Attitude
Lift
MachA
Alt itudeA
Climb-RateA( (

(associated-sensors (MachA vS
Alt itudeA0
Climb-RateA()

(functional-dependents (MissionA
Cruise
Des cent
Landing

(functionally-dependent-on (Takeoff
Climb-Plane
Tot&l-Thrunt
We ight
Drag
Attitude
Lift)(

(Cruise flight-phase (part-of (MissionA((
(parts (Cruise-Plane .

Total-Th rust
Weight
Drag

*1. Att itude

90)
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Lift
MachA %
AltitudeA))

(associated-sensors (MachA
AltitudeA))

(functional-dependents (MissionA
Descent
Landing))

(functionally-dependent-on (Takeoff
Climb
Cruise-Plane
Total-Thrust
Weight
Drag
Attitude
Lift)))

(Descent flight-phase (part-of (MissionA))
(parts (Descent-Plane %

Weight
Drag S%

Attitude
Lift
MachA
AltitudeA
Sink-RateA))

(associated-sensors (MachA
AltitudeA
Sink-RateA))

(functional-dependents (MissionA
Landing))

(functionally-dependent-on (Takeoff
Climb
Cruise

Descent-Plane
Weight

Drag
Attitude P

Lift))

(Landing flight-phase (part-of (MissionA) IS
(parts (Landing-Plane

Total-Thrust
Weight %
Drag %

Attitude

Lift
AirspeedA
AltitudeA

Sink-RateA))
(associated-sensors (AirspeedA

AltitudeA
Sink-RateA))

(functional-dependents (MissionA))
(functionally-dependent-on (Takeoff

Climb
Cruise
Descent

Landing-Plane
Weight
Drag
Attitude
Lift)))

(Total-Thrust flight-parameter (part-of (Takeoff
Climb *

Cruise 'a
Landing)) % 1

(parts (ThrustA .1
ThrustB)) %

(associated-sensors (ThrustA
%" . ThrustB ))

4 91
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(functional-dependents (Takeoff
climb
Cruise
Landing))

(functionally-depend~nt-on (Propulsion.,^,ystemA
Ai rspeedA P
MachA
AltitudeAH

(causes (((increase ThruatA)(increase Total-Thrust))
((decrease rhruatA)(docrease Total-Thrust))
((increase ThrustB((increase Total-Thrust))
((decrease ThrustB)(decrease Total-Thrust)))))

(Weight flight-parameter (part-of (Takeoff
Climb
Cruise
Descent
Landing))

(associated-sensors (Total-Fuel-Quantity))
(functional-dependents (Takeoff

Climb
Cruise
Descent
Landing))

(functionally-dependent-on (Fwd-Tank-Quantity
Af-Tank-Quantity

Feed-TankA-Quant ity
Feed-TankB-Quantity) (

% (causes (((decrease Total-Fuel-Quantity) (decrease Weight))

tDrag flight-parameter (part-of (Takeoff
climb
Cruise -

Descent
5. Landing))

(functional-dependents (Takeoff
Climb p
Cruise

P Descent
Landing))

(functionally-dependent-on (Lift
Ai rspeedA '
MachA%
At titude

* Left-Elevon-Position
Right-Elevon-Pos ition
Body-Flap-Position
Rudder-Position))

(causes ((decrease Weight)(decrease Drag))

((increase Left-Elevon-Position((increase Drag))
((decres Left-Elevon-Positionfldocrease Drag))

N.((increase Right-Elevon-Position((increase Drag))
((decrease Right-Elevon-Position))decrease Drag)

5((increase Body-Flap-Position))increase Draq
((decrease Body-Flap-position) (decrease Drag))
((increase Rudder-Positionfincrease Drag))
((decrease Rudder-Position)(decrease Drag)))))

* (Attitude flight-parameter (part-of (Takeoff
Climb
Cruise
Descent
Landing))

(parts (PitchA
RollA
YawA))

(associated-sensors ) PitchA
RollA
YawA))

(functional-dependents (Takeoff
Climb
Cruise

ih~ Descent
%-p.
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Landing

% Drag
Lift))

1 -" (functionally-dependent-on (Loft-Elevon-Position
Right-Elevon-P.: ition
Body-Flap-Position
Rudder-Position)))

(Lift flight-parameter (part-of (Takeoff
Climb
Cruise
Descent
Landing))

(functional-dependents (Takeoff
Climb
Cruise
Descent
Landing
Drag))

(functionally-dependent-on (Weight
Attitude
AirspeedA

MachA
Left-Elevon-Position
Right-Elevon-Position
Body-Flap-Position)))

(AirspeedA aircraft-sensor (part-of (Takeoff
Landing))

(associated-component (Takeoff
Landing))

(association-type ((Takeoff parameter)
(Landing parameter)))

(functional-dependents (Total-Thrust
Drag
Lift))

(causes (((increase Total-Thrust)(increaso AirspeedA))
((decrease Total-Thrust)(decrease AirspeedA)l
((increase Drag)(decrease AirspeedA)
((decrease Drag)(increase AirspeedA))
((increase PitchA)(decrease AirspeodA))
((decrease PitchA)(increase AirspeedA))
((increase AltitudeA)(decrease AirspeedA))
((decrease AltitudeA)(increase AirspeedA)))))

(AltitudeA aircraft-sensor (part-of (Takeoff
Climb
Cruise
Descent
Landing))

(associated-component (Takeoff
Climb
Cruise
Descent
Landing))

(association-type ((Takeoff parameter)
(Climb parameter)

(Cruise parameter)
(Descent parameter)
(Landing parameter)))

(functional-dependents (Total-Thrust))

(causes (((increase AirspeedA)(increase AltitudeA))
((decrease AirspeedA((decreass Altitude))
((increase MachA)(increase AltitudeA))
((decrease MachA)(decrease Altitude))
((increase PitchA)(increase AltitudeA))
((decrease PitchA)(decrease Altitude)))))

'.1

(Climb-RateA aircraft-sensor (part-of (Takeoff
Climb))

(associated-component (Takeoff
Climb))

(association-type ((Takeoff parameter) %

93 a
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(Climb parameter)))
o.(causes (((increase Airspeedk((increase Cljmb-RateA))'1

((decrees* Airsp*@dA)(decrease Climb-RateA))
((increase MachA) (increase Climb-RateA))
((decrease MachA)(decrease ClimL-RatOA))
((increase PitchA)(increase Cljmb-RateA((
((decrease PjtchA((decrease Climb-RateA((
((decrease Weight((increase Climb-RateAfl(( p.

(MachA aircraft-sensor (part-of (Climb p

cruise
Descent)) .

(assocuated-component (climb
cruise
Descent))

(association-type ((Climb parameter)%
(Cruise parameter)
(Descent parameter)))

(functional-dependents (Total-Thrust
Drag
Lift))

(causes ((increase Total-Thrust((increase MachA))
((decrease Total-Thrust) (decrease MachA))
((decrease Drag((increas* MachA))
((increase Drag((decrease MachA))
((decrease PitchA((increase MachA))

a((increase PitchA) (decrease MachA))
((decrease AltitudeA((increase MachA))k

((increase AltjtudeA((decrease MachA))

(Sink--RateA aircraft-sensor (part-of (Descent
Landing))

(associated-component (Descent
Landing))(

(association-type ((Descent parameter)
(Landing parameter)) M

S (causes ((increase AirspeedA((increase Sink-RateA((
((decrease AirspeedA) (decrease Sink-RateA?)

( (icrese MchA(inceas Sin-Ra*A)
((increase MachA) (increase Sink-RateA()
((decrease MatchA) (decreas Sink-lateA)

(increase PitchA((decrease Sink-RateA()
((decrease Weight) (decrease Sink-RateA( ( (

(PithA arcrat-snsor(par-of(Attitude))
(associated-component (Attitude))
(association-type ((Attitude parameter))
(causes ((increase Body-Flap-Position) (increase PitchA)) (*

((decrease Body-Flap-Position)(decrease PitchA))
((increase Fuel-Imbalance((increase PitchA))
((decrease Fuel-Imbalance) (decrease PitchA)

(RollA aircraft-sensor (part-of (Attitude))
(associated-component (Attitude))
(association-type ((Attitude parameter)))
(causes ((decrease Left-Elevofl-Position)tincrease RollA))

((increase Left-Elevon-Position)(decrease RollA))
((increase Right-Elevon-Position)(increase RolIA))
((decrease Right-Elevon-Position)(docrese RollA(H(()

(YawA aircraft-sensor (part-of (Attitude))
(associated-component (Attitude)
(association-type ((Attitude parameter))
(causes ((increase Rudder-Position((increase YawA))

((decrease Rudder-Position((decrease YawA(((((

(Takeoff-Plane plane (part-of (Takeoff))A
Hydraul ic-SystemA
Fuel-SystemA
Flight-Control-SysAl

(functional-dependents (Takeoff))
(functionally-dependent-on (Propulsion-SystemA
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HHydraulic-SystemA
Fuel-uel-System%

Flight-Control-SysA) IN.-

(Climb-Plan, plane (part-of (Climb))
(partoal-opet (Propulsion-SystemA

Hydrauulic-SystemA
Fuel-SystemAA

a 71 i gh t -Co-t r 01- Sy s
Theermsal-Protection-SyAA)

(functional-depland(pnts-(Cl(Cb)ise-
(functioal-epeto (Propulsion-SystemA

HHydraul ic-System

Fuuel-SystemA
Fllight-Control-SysA

Thermal-Protection-SysA) (

Cruise-Plane plane (part-of (Cruise))
(partoal-op~t (Propulsion-SystemAA

Hydrauulic-SystemA
Fueel-SystemA
Fllight-Control-SysA
Thermma--Protection-SysA)

(Dscn-Pan lae(functionaldependets Cri)
(punctioal-epeto (Propulsion-SystemA

)Iydraul ic-System
Fuuel-SyatemA

71 ight-Cont rol-SysA06
Thehermal-Protection-SysA)

(D sc nt Pl n pla e pa t o ( Dec en)) ( e s en )
(parctoal-epet (Propulsion-SystemA a

Hydrauric-Sy-tesA a-
Fuel-SyystemA
Flight-ContlSyS ro-Ss
Thermam-Protectcon-SysAsA(

(LnigPln ln (funton adndnts(Dsen)
(funtioal-epeto (Propulsion-SystemA

~0 Hydraul ic-SystemA
Fuuel-SystemA
flFlight-Cont rol-SysA

* (Landing-Plane plane (part-of((Landing)
(partoal-epet (Propulsion-SystemA

Hydraululic-systemA
Fueel-SystemA

Fligght-Control-SysA)

~~~~~fntoal-eedn-n(Propulsion-SystemAaicatsse (pr-f TkofPln

Climb-Plane

Cruise-Plane
Descent-Plane,
Landing-Plane

(parts (Engin@A
EngineBl -

(functional-dependents (Takeoff-Plane
Climb-Plane
Cruise-Plane
Descent-Plane
Landing-Plane
Total-Thrust)

(functionally-dependent-on (EngineA
EngineBW

EngineA engine (part-of (Propulsion-SystemAH)

r I . 2 e
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(parts (rnletA
CompressorAP
Ge. rboxA
Elect ric-GeneratorA 

P.

Gas-GeneratorA
TurbineA
Fuel-InjectorA
Combusto rA

NozzisA"Ao

EprA
EgtA .

VoltageA

ThrustA
VibrationA)) 

P

(associated-sensors (VibrationA
ThrustA()

(functional-dependents (Propulsion-SystesA
ThrustA
VibrationA()

(functionally-dependent-on (InletA

CompressorA
Gee rboxA
Gas-GeneratorA
Turbin*A
Fuel-Injecto rA
CombustorA
NozzleA)))(N

(InletA engine-component (part-of (EngineA))
(associated-sensors (Engine-Inlet-Temp))
(functional-dependents (Engin*A

CompressorA))(

(CompressorA engine-component (part-of (EngineA((
(associated-sensors (NlA

EprA( (
Ulunctional-dependonts (EngineA

NiA
EprA
CombustorA))

(physical-dependents MNA
GearboxA()

(functionally-dependent-on (GearboxA()

(GearboxA engine-component (part-of (EngineA((
(functional-dependents (EngineA

CompresgorA
Elect ric-GeneratorA
Engine-Hyd-PumpAl)

(functionally-dependent-on (TurbineA( (

(Electric-GeneratorA engine-component (part-of (EngineA((
(associated-sensors (VoltageA((
(functional-dependents (Electric-Hyd-PumpA2

Fwd-Elec-Cool ing-Pump
Left-Elec-Cooling-Puipo).r

(functionally-dependent-on (GearboxA))

(Gas-GeneratorA engine-component (part-of (EngineA((
(functional-dependents (EngineA

TurbineA( (
functionally-dependent-on (Fuel-LineA( 1
'physical-dependents (TurbineA( (

(Turbin*A engine-component (part-of fEngineAo)
associated-sensors (EgtA))
(functional-dependents (EngincA

EgtA
GearboxA))

(physical-dependentg (EgtA
Fuel-LineA))

le 'Ar



(Fuel-InjectorA engine-component (part-of (Engin@A))
(functional-dependents (EngineA

CombustorA))
(functionally-dependent-on (Fuel-Lin,:%M

(CombustorA engine-component (part-of (EngineA))
(associated-sensors (EprA))
(functional-dependents (Engin*A

EprA) (
(functionally-dependent-on (CompressorA%

Fuel-lnjectorA) (

(NozzleA engine-component (part-of (EnginOA))
(functional-dependents (EngineA

ThrustAM

(NiA engine-sensor (part-of (EngineA( ( 17..

(associated-component (CompressorA() ? 1
(sociation-type ((CompressorA parameter)))I(I

(causes ( increase EprA( (increase NIA))(
((decrease EprA((decrease NIA((((

(EprA engine-sensor (part-of (Engin*A((
(associated-component (CompressorA

CombustorA( (
(asociation-type ((CombustorA output)(

(CompressorA input)))
(causes ((increase NlA((increase EprA((

((decrease NIA((decreaso EprA(((((

(EgtA engine-sensor (part-of (EngineA((
(associated-component (Turbin*A))
(association-type ((TurbineA output)))
(causes ((increase NIA(decrease EgtA))(

((decrease NIA((increase EgtA((
((increase Fuel-rlowA( (increase EgtA( (
((decrease Fuel-FlowA((decrease EgtA)((((

(VoltageA engine-sensor (part-of (EngineA((
(associated-component (Electric-GeneratorA((
(association-type ((Electric-GeneratorA output)))(A
(causes ((increase NlA((increass VoltageA((e

((decrease NlA((decreas* VoltageA((((

* (ThrustA engine-sensor (part-of (EngineA((
(associated-component (EngineA

Total-Thrust) %
(association-type ( (EngineA output)

(Total-Thrust parameter)))
(causes (((increase EprA((increase ThrustA((

((decrease EprA( (decrease ThrustA( (
((increase Fuel-FlowA((increase ThrustA((
(decrease Fuel-FlowA((decrease ThrustA(((((6

VibrationA engine-sensor (part-of (EngineA((
(associated-component (EngineA((
(association-type ((EngincA parsmeter((
causes ((increase NlA( (increase VibrationA))

((decrease NlA( (decrease VibrationA())

Engines engine ipart-of (Propulsion-SystemA((
parts (InletS

Compressors
Gee rbokS
Electric-GeneratorS
Gas-Generators -
Turbines
Fuel-InjectorS .

Combustors
Nozzles
NlB
Epr S
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EgtB
Voltages
ThrustB
VibrationB))

(associated-sensors (VibrationB
ThrustB))

(functionally-depondent-on (Inl~tB
CompressorB
Gee rboxB
Gas-GeneratorB
TurbineS

Fuol-InjectorB
Combus to rB
NozzleB))

(functional-dependents (Propulsion-SystemA
ThrustB
VibrationB))

(InletS engine-component (part-of (EngineD))
(associated-sensors (Engifle-Inlet-Temp))
(functional-dependents (EngineS

CompressorB))

(CompressorS engine-component (part-of (Engines))
(associated-sensors (NiB

EprBI)
(functional-dependents (Engines

NiB
EprB
CombustorB))

(physical-dependents (NiB
Gee rboxB))

* (functionally-dependent-on (GearboxS()

(G~arboxB engine-component (part-of (EngineB((
(functional-dependents (Engines

CompressorS
Electric-Generator.

0 Engin - yd-Pumpl)
* (functionaily-dependent-on (TurbineB5(

(Electric-GeneratorB engine-component (part-of (Engin@B))
(associated-sensors (VoltageB()
(functional-dependents (Electric-Hyd-PumpB2

Right-Elec-Cooling-Pump()
(functionally-dependent-on (GearboxB)(

(Gas-GeneratorB engine-component (part-of (EngineB)(
(functional-dependents (Engines

TurbineB( (
(functionally-dependent-on (Fuel-LineB()
(physical-dependents (TurbineBM(

(TurbineB engine-component (part-of (Engines((
(associated-sensors (EgtS((
(functional-dependents (Engines

EgtB
Gee rboxB)

(physical-dependents (EgtB)(

Fuel-Injectors engine-component (part-of (EngineR((
(functional-dependents (EngineB

CombustorBS(

(functionally-dependent-on (Fuel-LineB()

CombustorS engine-component (part-of (EngineB((
(associated-sensors (EprB((
(functional-dependents (EngineS

EprB))
(functionally-dependent-on CompressorB

Fuel-TnjectorB5(

* (NozzleS engine-component (part-of (EngineS((
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(functional-dependents (EngineB
ThrustBM

Ne(NiB engine-sensor (part-of (Enqines( -

(associated-component (CompressorB))
(association-type ((CompressorS parameter((
(causes ((increase EprB)(increase NIB((

((decrease EprB)(decrease NlB)))((

(EprB engine-sensor (part-of (EngineB((
(associated-component (CompressorS

CombustorB()
(association-type ( (CombustorB output)

(CompressorB input)))
(causes ((increase NlB((increase EprB((

((decrease NIS((docrease EprS((((

(EgtB engine-sensor (part-of (EngineB)((
(associated-component (TurbineBs(
(association-type ((TurbineS output)))
(causes ((increase NlB((decrease EgtB((

((decrease NIS((increase EgtB((
((increase Fuel-Plows ((increase EgtB)
((decrease Fuel-FlowB)(decrease EgtB(((((

(VoltageS engine-sensor (part-of (Engines((
(associated-component (Electric-GenoratorBa((14
(association-type ((Electric-GeneratorS output)))P
(causes ((increase NlB((increase Voltagee((

((decrease NlB((decrease VoltageB(((

(ThrustS engine-sensor (part-of (Engin*S((
(associated-component (EngineB

Total-Thrust)(
(association-type ((EngineS output)

(Total-Thrust))
(causes ((increase EprB((increase ThrustB((

((decrease EprB((decrease ThrustB((
((inreas Ful-Flw8PincrsseThrutBI

((decrease Fuel-FlowB((decrease ThrustBS(( %

(VibrationB engine-sensor (part-of (EngineB((

(associated-component (EngineS()
association-type ((EngineB parameter)))(

* (causes (((increase NlS((increase VjbrationB((
* ((decrease NlS((decrease VibrationB)(((

(Hydraulic-SystemA aircraft-system (part-of (Takeoff-Plan"
Climb-Plane

Cruise-Plane
Descent-plane
Landing-Plane))

(parts (Hydraulic-SubsystemA
Hydraulic-SubsystemB)

(functional-dependents (Takeoff-Plane
Climb-Plane
Cruise-Plane
Descent-Plane
Landing-Plane)

!functionally-dependent-on (Hydraulic-SubsystemA

Hydraulic-SubsystemBIfl

* (Hydraulic-SubsystemA hydraulic-subsystem (part-of (Hydraulic-SystomA
(parts (Hydraulic-LineA

Hyd-SubsysA-Pressure
Eng ine-Hyd-PumpAl
Elect ri c-Hyd-PumpA2
Hydraulic-Resevoi rA
Hyd-PumpAl -Pressure

;Q Hyd-PuripA2-P ressure
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Hyd-QuantityA))
(functional-doendents (Hydraulic-Systm.((p.
(functionally-dependent-on (Hydraulic-LineAP) (

(Hydraulic-LincA hydraulic-line (part-of (Hydraulic-SubsystemtA))
(associated-sensors lHyd-SubaysA-Pressure) (
functional-dependents (Hydraulic-SubsystemA%

Hyd-SubsysA-Pressure
s Let t-Elevon-Actuato r-l

Right-Elevon-Actuator-1
5 Body-Flap-Actuator-1 %t

Rudder-Actuator-i %
Right-Hyd-Cooling-Pump))

(functionally-dependent-on (Engine-Hyd-PumpAl

Electric-Hyd-PumpA2)) %
(physical-dependents (Hyd-SubsysA-Pressure) (5

(Hyd-SubsysA-Pressure hyd-pressure (part-of (Hydraulic-SubsystemA()
(associated-component (Hydraulic-LineA()
(association-type ( (Hydraulic-LineA parameter) ((

(Engine-Hyd-PumpAl hydraulic-pump (part-of (Hydraulic-SubsystemA()
(associated-sensors (Hyd-PumpAl-Prossure((
(functionally-dependent-on (GearboxA

Hydraulic-ResevoirA) )
(functional-dependents (Hydrauiic-LineA(

(Electric-Hyd-PumpA2 hydraulic-pump (part-of (Hydraulic-SubsystemA) .
(associated-sensors (Hyd-PumpA2-Prossure))J%
functionally-dependent-on (Electric-GeneratorA

Hydraulic-ResevoirA) (.5
(functional-dependents (Hydraulic-LineA)

(Hydraulic-ResevoirA hydraulic-resevoir (part-of (HdalcSbsseA)O.

(functional-dependents (Engine-Hyd-PumpAl
Electric-Hyd-PumpA2)(

*(Hyd-PumpAl-Pressure hyd-pressure (part-of (Hydraulic-SubsystemA)(
(associated-component (Engine-Hyd-PumpAl))
(association-type ( (Enqine-Hyd-PumpAl parameter(

Hyd-PumpA2-Pressure hyd-pressure (part-of (Hydraulic-SubsystemA()
(associated-component (Electric-Hyd-PumpA2()
(association-type ( (Electric-Hyd-PumpA2 parameter))))(

(Hyd-QuantityA hyd-quantity (part-of (Hydraulic-SubsystemA((
(associated-component (Hydraulic-ResevoirA)(
(association-type ( (Hydraulic-ResevoirA parameter(M

(Hydraulic-SubsystemB hydraulic-subsystem (part-of (Hydraulic-SystemA()

(parts (Hydraulic-LineS

Hyd-SubsysB-Pressure
Engine-Hyd-Puipal
Elect ric-Hyd-PumpB2
Hydraulic-Resevoi rB
Hyd-Pumpal-Pressure
Hyd-PumpB2-Pressure
Hyd-QuantityB(l

(functional-dependents (Hydraulic-SystemA()
functionally-dependent-on (Hydraulic-LineB(

(Hydraulic-Linea hydraulic-line (part-of (Hydraulic-SubsystemB((
(associated-sensors (Hyd-SubsysB-Pressure))
(functional-dependents (Hydraulic-Subsystes8

Hyd-SubsysBa-Pressure
Left-Elevont-Actuato r-2
Right-El.' )n-Actuator-2
Body-Flap-Actuator- 2

Rudde r-Actuato r-2
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Fwd-Hyd-Cool inq-Pump

Left-Hyd-Cooling-Pump)H
.',~ 4;.~,(physical-dependents (Hyd-SubsysB-Pr~ssure(

(Hyd-SubsysB-Pressur* hyd-iressure (part-of (Hydraulic-SubsystqmB( (
(associated-component (Hydraulic-LineS(

4% (association-type ( (Hydraulic-LineS parameter)))

(Engine-Hyd-PumpBl hydraulic-pump (part-of (Hydraulic-SubsystemBs
(associated-sensors (Hyd-PumpBl-Pressure))
(functionally-dependent-on (GearboxB

Hydraulic-ResevoirB5(
(functional-dependents (Hydraulic-LineB))

(Electric-Hyd-PumpB2 hydraulic-pump (part-of (Hydraulic-SubsystemB((
(associated-sensors (Hyd-PumpB2-Prossure))
(functionally-dependent-on (Electric-GeneratorB

Hydraulic-ResevoirB))
(functional-dependents (Hydraulic-Lines))

% l(Hydraulic-ResevoirB hydraulic-resevoir (part-of (Hydraulic-Subsystems)(
(associated-sensors (Hyd-QuantityB))
(functional-dependents (Engine-Hyd-Pumpel

Electric-Hyd-PumpB2))

(Hyd-PumpBl-Pressure hyd-pressure (part-of (Hydraulic-SubsystemBS)
(associated-component (Engine-Hyd-Pump~l))
(association-type ( (Engino-Hyd-PumpBl parameter)))

(Hyd-PumpB2-Pressuro hyd-pressure (part-of (Hydraulic-SubsystemB((
(associated-component (Electric-Hyd-PumpB2)(
(association-type ( (Electric-Hyd-PumpB2 parameter) I

(Hyd-QuentityB hyd-quantity (part-of (Hydraulic-SubsystemB)(
(associated-component lHydraulic-ResevoirB((

4' ~(association-type ( (Hydraulic-ResevoirB parameter( ( (

.1 '.

0

(Fuel-SystemA aircraft-system (part-of (Takeoff-plane
Climb-Plane
Cruise-Plane

4%. Descent-Plane
Landing-Plane) I

(parts (Fwd-Fuel-Tank
Aft-Fuel-Tank
EngineA-Feed-Tank 4

EngineB-reed-Tank
Fwd-Tank-Trans far-Pump 4

Aft-Tank-Trans far-Pump
Engin@A-Tank-Boost-Pump .

EngineB-Tank-Boost-Pump
Fuel-LineA
Fuel-LineB
Crossfeed-Valve

44lDmpVle

Fuel-Dump-ValveB
4' ~Fuel-Dump-ale

Fuel-FlowA
Fue-FlowSanit
AFw-Tank-Quanti ty
fte-Tank-Quantity

N Feed-TankA-Quanti ty

.4' Total-Fuel-Quantity .
-'4 Soost-PumpA-Pressure
4' soost-PumpB-Pressure

Fuel-Imbalance()
4- (associated-sensors (Total-Fuel-Quantity

4- Fuel-Imbalance))
functional-dependents (Takeoff-Plane

Climb-Plane
Cruise-Plane
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Descent-Plane
* Landing-Plan())

~ ...F\ functionally-dependent-on (Fwd-Fuel-Tank

'.~ Aft-Fuel-Tank
Engin@A-FeeK"-Tank
EngineB-Feed-Tank
ruel-LineA
Fuel-LineB
Crossfeed-Valve
Fuel-Dump-ValveA
Fuel-Dump-Valve5 ( )

(Fwd-Fuel-Tank fuel-tank (part-of (Fuel-SystemA))
(associated-sensors irwd-Tank-Quantity))
(functional-dependents (Fuel-SystemA

Fwd-Tank-Transfer-Pump()

(Aft-Fuel-Tank fuel-tank (part-of (Fuel-SysteMA))
(associated-sensors (Aft-Tank-Quantity))
(functional-dependents (Fuel-SystemA

Aft-Tank-Transfer-Pump))

(EngineA-Feed-Tank fuel-tank (part-of (Fuel-SystemA(
(associated-sensors ireed-TankA-Quantity))
(functional-dependents (Fuel-SystemA

EngineA-Tank-Boost-Pump) (

(Engines-Teed-Tank fuel-tank (part-of (Fuel-SystemA))
(associated-sensors (Feed-Tanks-Quantity))
(functional-dependents (Fuel-SystemA

Engines-Tank-Boost-Pump))

*(Fwd-Tank-Transfer-Pump fuel-pump (part-of (Fuel-SystemA))
(functional-dependents )EngineA-Feed-Tank

Engines-Teed-Tank))
(functionally-dependent-on (Fwd-Fuel-Tank(

* * 2-(Aft-Tank-Transfer-Pump fuel-pump (part-of (Fuel-SystemA))
0 (functional-dependents (EngineA-Feed-Tank

* Engines-Feed-Tank))
(functionally-dependent-on (Aft-Fuel-Tank)))

(EngineA-Tank-Boost-Pump fuel-pump (part-of (Fuel-SystemA))
(functional-dependents )Crossfeed-Valve))

(functionally-dependent-on (Engin*A-Feed-Tank)

(Engines-Tank-Boost-Pump fuel-pump (part-of )Fuel-systemA()
(functional-dependents (Crossfeed-Valve))
(functionally-dependent-on (Engines-Feed-Tank)))

(Crossfeed-Valve fuel-valve (part-of (Fuel-SystemA((
(functional-dependents (Fuel-SystemA

Fuel-Dump-ValveA
Fuel-Dump-ValveB
Fuel-LineA

Fuel-Line))
(functionally-dependent-on (Enginc-Tank-Boost-Pump

%5 EngineB-Tank-Boost-Pump)))

(Fuel-Dump-ValveA fuel-valve (part-of (Fuel-SystemA))
(functional-dependents (Fuel-SystemA))

P (functionally-dependent-on (Crossfeed-Valve)I

Fuel-Dump-ValveB fuel-valve (part-of (Fuel-SystemA))
(functional-dependents (Fuel-SystemA))
(functionally-dependent-on (Crossfeed-Valve()

(Fuel-LineA fuel-line (part-of (Fuel-SystemA))
1% (associated-sensors (Fuel-FlowA))

(functional-dependents (Fuel-SystmA
Gas -Genera to rA
Fuel-In JectorA

44.Fwd-Hyd-CoolIing-Puap
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Right-IHyd-Cool ing-Pump

% " %Left-Elec-Cooling-Pump) )

(Fuel-LineB fuel-line (part-of IFuel-SystemA)) F
(associated-sensors (Fuol-FlowB( (
(functional-dop~ndents lFuel-SystemA

Gas-GeneratorB
Fuel-Injectorg
Fwd-Elec-Cool ing-Pump
Right-Elec-Cool ing-Pump
Left-Hyd-Cooling-Pump))

(Fuel-FlowA fuel-flow (part-of (Fuel-SystemA))
(associated-component (Fuel-Ljn@A( (
(association-type ((Fuel-LineA parameter)))

(causes ( ((increase Boost-PumpA-Pressure( (increase Fuel-FlowA) H
((decrease Boost-PumpA-Pressure((decrease Fuel-rlowA)()M

(Fuel-FlowS fuel-flow (part-of )Fuel-SystemA))
(associated-component (Fuel-LineS )
(association-type ((Fuel-LineS parameter)))
(causes ( Mincrease Boost-PumpS-Pressure) (increase Fuel-FlowS

((decrease Boost-PumpB-Pressure( (decrease Fuel-FlowB) )

)Fwd-Tank-Quantity fuel-qty-sensor (part-of (Fuel-SystemA))
(associated-component (Fwd-Fuel-Tank) )
(association-type ) )Fwd-Fuel-Tank parameter)))
(functional-dependents (Weight)))

(Aft-Tank-Quantity fuel-qty-sonsor (part-of (Fuel-SystemA))
(associated-component (Aft-Fuel-Tank)) J~.
(association-type ((Aft-Fuel-Tank parameter))) J
(functional-dependents (Weight))

(Feed-TankA-Quantity fuel-qty-sensor (part-of (Fuetl-SystemA ))%
(associated-component (EngineA-Feed-Tank) )
'association-type ( (EngineA-Feed-Tank parameter)))
(functional-dependents (Weight))

(Feed-TankB-Quantity fuel-qty-sensor (part-of (Fuel-SystemA))
(associated-component (EngineB-Feed-Tank))
(association-type ( (EngineS-Feed-Tank parameter))
(functional-dependents (Weight)))

)Boost-PumpA-Pressure sensor (part-of (Fuel-SystemA)))

Boost-Pumps-Pressure sensor (part-of )Fuel-SystemAH)

(Total-Fuel-Q)uantity fuel-qty-sensor (part-of (Fuel-SystemA)) -

(associated-component (Fuel-SystemA
Weight))

(assocation-type ) (Fuel-SystemA parameter)
(Weight parameter)))

Fuel-Imbalance fuel-qty--sensor (part-of (Fuel-SystemA))
(associated-component (Fuel-SystemA))
(association-type ) (Fuel-SystemA parameter))))

(Flight-Control-SysA aircraft-system (part-of (Takeoff-Plane

Climb-Plane
Cruise-Plane
Descent-plane
Landing-Plane)

parts Left-Elevon

Right-El e von
Bo dy'-Flap
Rudder

Control-Stick
% Left-Rudder-pedal

10)3
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MW Right-Rudder-Pedal
14 , ."ILeft-Elevon-Actuator- I

Let t-Elevon-Actuator-2
Laft-Elevon-position
Right-Eltvon-Actuator-I

Right-Elevon-Actuator-2
Right-Elevon-Position
Body-rlaP-Actuator-l
Body-rlap-Actuator-2
Body-Flap-Posit ion
Rudder-Actuator-I
Rudder-Actuator-2
Rudder-Position))

(functional-dependents (Takeoff-Plane
Climb-Plane
Cruise-Plane
Descant-P lana

Landing-Plane))
functionally-dependant-on (Left-Elevon

Right-Elavon
Body-Flap
Rudder))

(Left-Clevon control-surface (part-of (flight-Control-SysA)(
(associated-sensors (Left-Clevon-Position))
(functional-dependents (Flight-Control-SysA

.P. ~~(functionally-dependent-on (LftElnAttr

Left-Elevon-Actuator-2))

(Right-Elevon control-surface (part-of (Flight-Control-SysA((
(associated-sensors (Right-Elovon-Position((
(functional-depridants (Flight-Control-SysA

Right-Elevon-Position)(
(tunctionally-dependent-on (Right-Elevon-Actuator-l

Right-Elevon-Actuator-2))

(Body-Flap control-surface (part-of (Flight-Control-SysA)(
(associated-sensors (Body-Flap-Position()

.F % (functional-dependents (flight-Control-SysA
Body-Flap-Position)(

(functionally-dependent-on (Body-flap-Actuator-l
Body-flap-Actuator-2))

(Rudder control-surface (part-of (Flight-Control-SygA((
(associated-sensors (Rudder-Position()
(functional-dependents (flight-Control-SysA

Rudder-Position))
(functionally-dependent-on (Rudder-Actuator-l

Rudder-Actuator-2)

(Control-Stick component (part-of (Flight-Control-SysAM(

(Left-Rudder-Pedal component (part-of (Flight-Control-SysA()

- (Right-Rudder-Pedal component (part-of (Flight-Control-SysAH(

(Left-Elevon-Actuator-l control-surface-actuator (part-of (Flight-Control-SySA()
(functional-dependents (Left-Elevon )
(functionelly-dependent-on (Hydraulic-Line

AM)

(Right-Elevon-Actuator-l control-surface-actuator (part-of (Flight-Control-SysA)
(functional-dependents (Right-Elevon))
(functionally-dependent-on (Hydraulic-Lin

1*A

(Left-Elevon-Actustor-2 control-surface-actuator (part-of (Flight-Control-SysA(l

*5~~) functional-dependents (Left-Elevon()
(functionally-dependent-on (Hydraulic-Line

p~' Right-Elevon-Actuator-2 control-surface-actuator (part-of (Flight-Control-SySA),
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(functional-dependents (Right-Elevon)}
(functionally-dependent-on (Hydraulic-Lin

. =, eB)

(Body-Flap-Actuator-1 control-surface-actuator (part-of (Flight-Contr,I-SysA))
(functional-dependents (Body-Flap))

(functionally-dependent-on (Hydraulic-LineA)
.P%

(Body-Flap-Actuator-2 control-surface-actuator (part-of (Flight-Control-SysA)
(functional-dependents (Body-Flap))

(functionally-dependent-on (Hydraulic-LineB)

(Rudder-Actuator-1 control-surface-actuator (part-of (Flight-Control-SysA))
(functional-dependents (Rudder))
(functionally-dependent-on (Hydraulic-LineA)

)Rudder-Actuator-2 control-surface-actuator (part-of (Flight-Control-SysA))
(functional-dependents (Rudder))
(functionally-dependent-on )Hydraulic-LineB)

(Left-Elevon-Position control-surface-position (part-of (Flight-Control-SySA))
(associated-component (Left-Elevon))
(association-type ((Left-Elevon parameter)))
(functional-dependents (Drag

Attitude
Lift))

- (causes (((move-left control-stick)(increase
* .5.Left-Elevon-Position))

•t ((move-right control-stick)(decreas

le Left-Elevon-Position)))))

(Right-Elevon-Position control-surface-position (part-of (Flight-Control-SysA)}
(associated-component (Right-Elevon))
(association-type ((Right-Elevon parameter)

(functional-dependents (Drag
Attitude
Lift)

P. (causes (((move-right control-stick)(increa

se Right-Elevon-Position))
((move-left control-stick)(decreas

a Right-Elevon-Position))))

(Body-Flap-Position control-surface-position (part-of (Flight-Control-SysA))

(associated-component (Body-Flap))
(association-type ((Body-Flap parameter))
(functional-dependents (Drag

Attitude
Lift))

(causes (((move-aft control-stick)(increase Bo
dy-Flap-Position))

p ((move-forward control-stick))decreas
e Body-Flap-Position)))))

S Rudder-Position control-surface-position (part-of (Flight-Control-SysA))
%(associated-component (Rudder))

p . (association-type ((Rudder parameter))
% (functional-dependents (Drag

Attitude))
(causes (((push Left-Rudder-Pedal)(decrease Rudde

r-Position))

((push Right-Rudder-Pedal)(increase Rudd
er-Position)))))

(Thermal-Protection-SysA aircraft-system (part-of (Climb-Plane
Cruise-Plane
Descent-Plane)'

(parts (Nosecap-Cooling
pi .Left-Wing-Coolina
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Right-Wing-Cooling
Engine-Inlet-Cooling
EtgineA-Internal-Cool ing
Engine8-Internal-Cool in9
Engine-Nozzle-Cool in'.
Vert-Tai 1-Cool inq
Nosecap-Temp
Left-Wing-Temp
Right-Wing-Temp

* Engine-inlet-Temp
EngineA-Interna 1-Temp
EngineB-Internal-Temp

5 Engine-Nozz ic-Temp
Vert-Tail-Temp
rwd-Hyd-Cool ing- Pump
Fwd-Elec-Cool ing-Pump

Left-Hyd-Cool ing-Pump
.5 Right-Hyd-Cool ing-Pump

Left-Elec-Cooling-Pump
Right-Elec-Cool ing-Pump
rwd-Hyd-Cool ing-Pressu re
Fwd-Elec-Cooling-Pressure
Left-Hyd-Cool ing-Pressure
Right-Hyd-Cool ing-Pressure
Le ft-Elec-Cool ing-Pressure
Right-Elec-Cooling-Prtssure()

(functional-dependents (Climb-Plane
Cruise-Planee)
Desce nt-Plane

functionally-dependent-on (Nosecap-Cooling
Left-Wing-Cooling
Right-Wing-Cooling
Engine-Inlet-Cooling
EngineA-Internal-Cool i

ng
EngineB-Internal-Cool i

ng
Engine-Nozze I-Cooltig

Vert-Tail-Cooling)))

(NoseCap-COOling cooling-subsystem (part-of (Thermal-Protection-SysA))
- - (associated-sensors (Nosecap-Temp),

(functional-dependents (Thermal-Protection-SysA
Nosecap-Temp) I

functionally-dependent-on fFwd-Hyd-Cooling-Pump
Fwd-Elec-Cooling-Pump()

(Left-Wing-Cooling cooling-subsystem (part-of !Thermal-Protection-SysA))
* (associated-sensorS (Left-Wing-Temp))

functional-dependents IThermal-Protection-SysA
a. Left-Wing-Tamp))

(functionally-dependent-on (Fwd-Hyd-Cooling-Pump
Fwd-Eloc-Cooling-Pump( (

(Right-Wing-Cooling cooling-subsystem (part-of (Thermal-Protection-SysA))
(associated-sensors r Right-Wing-Temp?
functional-dependents (Thermal-Protect ion-SysA

Right-Wing-Tempil
(functionally-dependent-on lFwd-Hyd-Cooling-Pump

rwd-Elec-Cooling-Pump))

(Engine-Inlet-cooling cooling-subsystem (part-of IThermal-Prottction-Sy! All
associated-sensors fEngin*-Inlet-Temp)'

- (functional-dependents (Thermal-Protection-SysA
Engin*A
EngineP
Engine-Inlet-Tamp)

'functionally-dependent-on *Left-Hvd-rClinq-Pump
Pight-Hyd-Cool ing-Pump
Left-Elec-Cool ing-Pump
Riqht-Eloc-Coolinq-'ump
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(EngineA-Internal-Cooling cooling-subsystem (part-of (Thermal-Protection-SysA)(
(associated-seonsors (EngineA-Internal-Temp) S.

* (functional-depondents frhermal-Protoction-SysA
EnvineA
Ei.oin*A-Internal-Temp(I

(furctionally-dopendent-on (Left-Hyd-Cooling-Pu
* mp

Left-Ele( Cooling-P "
ump)))

*(EngineB-Internal-Cooling cooling-subsysteom (part-of (Thlormal-Protection-SySA((i
(associated-sensors (Engines-Internal-Temp( (
(functional-dependents (Thermal-Protection-SysA

EngineB

EngineB-Internal-Templ)
(functionally-dependent-on (Right-Hyd-Cooling-P -

ump
Right-Elec-Cooli

ng-Pump)( ( (

(Engine-Nozzle-Cooling cooling-subsystem (part-of (Thormal-Protection-SysA((
(associated-sensors (Engine-Nozzle-Temp((
(functional-dependents (Thermal-Protection-SysA

EngineA
Engines
Engino-Nozzle-Cooling( (

(functionally-dependent-on (Left-Hyd-Cooling-Pump
Right-Hyd-Cool ing-Pump
Left-Elec-Cooling-Pump

p((( Right-Elec-Cooling-Pum

(Vert-Tail-Cooling cooling-subsystem (part-of (Thermal-Protection-SysA()
(associated-sensors (Vort-Tail-Temp()
(functional-dependents (Thermal-Protection-SysA

Vert-Tail-Tomp))
(functionally-dependent-on (Left-Hyd-cooling-Pump

Right-Hyd-Cool ing-Pump
Left-Eloc-Cooling-Pump

Right-Elec-Cooling-Pump)

* Twd-Hyd-Cooling-Pump cooling-pump (part-of (Thermel-Protection-Sysh)(
(associated-senlsors (Fwd-Hyd-Cooling-Preasure))
(functional-deopendents (Nosecap-Cooling

Left-wing-cooling
Right-wing-cooling
Fwd-Hyd-Cooling-Pressure( (

(functionally-dependent-on (Hydraulic-LineS
Fuel-LineA()

(Fwd-Elec-Cooling-Pump cooling-pump (part-of (Thermal-Protection-SysA(l

(associated-seansors IFwd-Elec-Coolinq-Pressur*))-
'functional-dependents (Nosecap-Cooling

Leaft-wing-cool ing
Right-wing-cooling
Fwd-Elec-Cooling-Pressureui

functionally-dependent-on lElectric-GeneratorA
Fuel-LineB)I

'Loft-Hyd-Cooling-Pump cooling-pump (part-of (Thermal-Protection-SysAi)
associated-seonsors (Left-Hyd-cooling-Pressurej
ffunectional-dependents rEngine-Inlet-Coolina

Enqin*A-Interna I-cooling
EngineB-Internal-Coolinc
Engine-Nozzle-Coolina
Vert-Ta il-Cooling
Left-Hyd-Cooling-Pressurel,

ffunctionally-depeondent-on (Hydraulic-Lines
Fuel-LineS'l

Loft-Eloc-Cnolin-Pump cooling-pump 'part-of rThermal-Protection-SysA)
assoiate-senors Left-Elec-Coolinq-Pressuroe

functional-dependents (Engine-Inlot-Coolina
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Engin*A-Internal-Cooling

Enginefl-Internal-Cooling
Engin*-Nozzl*-Cool ing
Vert-Taj 1-Cooling
Left-Ele',-Cooling-Pressure))

functionally-dependent-on (Electric-GeneratorA
Fuel-Lin*A( (-

Right-Hyd-Cooling-Pump cooling-pump (part-of (Thermal-Protection-SySA U.

associated-sensors (Right-Hyd-Cooling-Prossure( ) .

functional-dependents (Engine-Inlet-Cooling
EngineA-Internal-Cooling
Engln*B-Internal-Cooling
Engine-Nozzle-Cooling
XVert-Tai 1-Cooling
Right-Hyd-Cooling-Pressure( (

h (functionally-dependent-on (Hydraulic-LineA
Fuel-LjneAM

* (Right-Elec-Cooling-Pump cooling-pump (part-of (Thermal-Prottction-SysA))
fassociatod-sensors (Right-Elec-Cooling-Pres- -a?)
(functional-dependents (Engin*-Inlet-Coolinc

EngineA-Internal-Cooling
EngineB-Internal-cooling
Engine-Nozzle-Cooling
Vert-Tail-Cooling
Right-Elec-Cooling-Pressure))

functionally-dependent-on (Electric-GoneratorB
Fuel-LineB)

(Nosecap-Tomp temp-sensor (part-of (Thtrmal-Protection-SysA))
(associated-component (Nosecap-Cooling))
(association-type (Nosecap-Cooling parameter))
(causes ( increase AltitudeA)(decrease Nosocap-Temp) (

( (decrease AltitudeAk)(increase Nosecap-Tomp) (
((increase Airsp*edA((increase Nosecap-Temp( (

%~( (decrease AirspeedAn(docrease Nosecap-Temp) (
((increase MachA((rncrease Nosecap-Temp((
( (decrease MachAnidecrease Nosecap-Temp))

mp(((increase Fwd-Hyd-Cooling-Pressure ((decrease Nosecap-Te

((decrease rwd-Hyd-Cooling-Pressureflincrease Nosecap-Te

mp)) '(increase Fwd-Elec-Cooling-Pressure((dectease Nosecap-T
a mp(( i

((decrease Fwd-Elec-Coolinig-Pressureuincrease Nosacap-T
amp') '

* (Left-Wing-Temp temp-sensor (part-of (Thermal-Protection-SysAH -

(associated-component ILeft-wing-Coolinq'?

a7ssociation-type ( (Left-Wing-Cooling parameter''v
&cuses (((increase AltitudeAn(decrease Left-Wing-Tamp''

(decrease AltitudOA)(increase Left-Wrno-Temp('
((increase AirspoodA)(increase Left-Wing-Tamp'
'(decrease Airsp**dA)(docrease Left-Wing-Tomp),

((increase MachAIurncreaso Left-wing-Tomp('
'(decrease MachA"'docreast Left-Wing-Temp('
'(increase Vwd-Hyd-Cooling-Prossure'(diecraase Left-Win

* q-Tomp(l
''decrease Fwd-Hyd-Cooling-Pressure''increase Left-win

q-Temp'
''increase fwd-Elec-Cooling-Pressur.'decr,:ease Left-Wi

nq-Tomp))
* decrease Fwd-Elec-Cooling-Pressure' Iin're-a~e Loft-Wi

ng-Tomp()(' U

'Right-Wing-Tamp temp-sensor (part-of (Thermal-Protection-SysA''
'associated-omponent Piqht-Wing-C-oolinq
(association-type (Riqht-Wing-C-:11ng Parameter-
causes ''fincrease AltitudeA~'decreas;e Pioht Wjna-Tqmp'

''decrease Altitud*A',increasp Piihf-wino-Tomp

''increaseo Airsp*edAM'increas@ Pioht-Winq-TemP,
''decrease AirspeedAldecreaqe Piqht-Wino--T mp

().x
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(increase MachA)) increase Right-Wing-Tamp))
* ((decrease MachA((decrease Right-Wing-Tamp))

P ((increase ?wd-Hyd-Cooling-Pressure((decrease Right-W
ing-Temp))

(decrease Fwd-Hyd-Cooling-Pres stre)(increase Right-W
ing-Temp))

((increase Fwd-Elac-Cooling-Pressure)(decrease Right-
Wing-Temp))

((decrease Fwd-Elec-Cooling-Pressure((increase Right-
Wing-Tamp)M

(Engine-Inlet-Temp temp-sensor (part-of (Thermal-Protection-SysA()
(associated-component (Engine-Inlet-Cooling()
(association-type ((Engine-Inlet-Cooling parameter((
(causes ((increase AltitudeA((decrease Engine-Inlet-Temp() (

.P. ((decrease AltitudeA((increase Engine-Inlet-Temp))
((increase AirspeedA( increas* Engine-Inlet-Temp( (
((decrease AirspeedA((decrease Engine-Inlet-Temp) (
(fincrease MachA) (increase Engin*-Inlet-Temp( (
((decrease MachA) (decrease Engine-Inlet-Temp()
((increase Lett-Hyd-Cooling-Pressure((decrease Engi

n*-In~t-Tmp))((decrease Left-Hyd-Cooling-Pressureflincrease Engi
* ne-Inlet-TeepH)

((increase Left-Elec-Cooling-Pressure((decrease Eng
* ine-Inlet-Tomp()

((decrease Left-Elec-Cooling-Pressure((increase Eng
ine-Inlet-Temp)

((increase Right-Hyd-Cooling-Prassura((decrease Eng
in*-Inlet-Temp)

((decrease Right-Hyd-Cooling-Pressure((increase Eng
in*-Inlet-Temp)

((increase Right-Elec-Cooling-Pressure((decraase En
gina-Inlet-Tamp))

((decrease Right-Elec-Cooling-Prassure((increas* En
* gin*-Inlet-Temp))()

'EngineA-Internal-Temp tamp-sensor (part-of (Thermal-Protaction-SysA((
(associated-component (EngineA-Intern&l-Cooling)
(association-type ((EngineA-Internal-Cooling parameter))

(causes ((increase Fuel-FlowA((increase EngineA-Interna
* 1-TeepH)

((decreasq Fuel-FlowA((decrease Engin*A-Interna
* 1-Tamp),

(increase Left-Hyd-Cooling-Pressure)(decrease
Engin*A-Intarnal-Templ

((decrease Loft-Hyd-Cooling-Pressure)(incraase
EnqineA-Internal-TempH)

(increase Left-Elec-Cooling-Pressure ((decrease
EnqineA-Internal-Temp''I

((decrease Left-Elec-Cooling-Pressure((increase
EngineA-Internal-Temp) 1

('increase Right-Hyd-Cooling-Pressure)(decrease
EnqineA-Interna 1-Temp.k

'(decrease Right-Hyd-Cooling-Pressure)(increase
* EngineA-Internal-Temp)

'(increase Right-Elec-Cooling-Pressure~idecreas
a EngineA-Internal-Temp'1

((decrease Pight-Elec-Cooling-Pressure''increas
e Enqln*A-Intarnal-Templ ''

Engin*B-Internal-Tomp temp-sensor (part-of 'Thermal-Protection-SysA)
'associated-component 'EngineB-Intornal-nolinos'
'association-type f(EnolneB-Internal-Coolina parameter',

:causes '''increase Fuel-FlowP' 'increase EnqlneB-Interna
* l-Tomp,

* l~Tmp' 'decrease Fuel-FlowB' 'dec-rease EngineB-Intetna

''increaseLetH-Con-resr'erae
Engin*B-Internal-Templ

'decroase Le-ft-HvdI-&ooling-Pressur.',inctease
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EnqineB-Internal-Temp(
i(increase Left-EIec-Cooling-Pressurefldecreass

EnqineB-Internal-Temp))
%5 if.decrease Left-EleC-Cooling-Pressure)(increase

EngineB-Intiornal-Tiemp)
(increase Right-Hyd-Cooling-Pressure)(decrease

Engi*B-ntenal-emp) (decrease Right-Hyd-Cooling-Pressure)(increase

EngineB-Interne1--Temp )
(Increase Right-Elec-Cooling-Pressurel(decreas

e Enginee-Int~rflel-TOwpH)

e Enin*BIntrnalTiomm))((decrease Right-Elec-Cooling-Pressure)(increas

(Engine-Nozzle-Temp tamp-sensor ipart-of (Thermal-Protection-SysA))
associated-component (Engine-.Nozzle-cooling))

-, (association-type '(Engine-Nozzle-Cooling parameter)))
causes ((increase EgtA)(increase Engine-Nozzle-Temp

W I((decrease EgtA( (decreoase Engine-Nozzle-Temp))
((increase EqtB((increase Enigine-Nozzle-Temp))
(decrease Egtfl((decrease Engine-Nozzlo-Temp)

((increase Left-Hyd-Cooling-Pressure)(decrease Eng
ine-Nozzle-Teiimp(i

*((decrease Left-Hyd-Cooling-Pressure((increase Eng %
ine-Nozzlo-Temp))

((increase Lett-Elec-Cooling-Pressure((decrease En
gine-Nozzl*-Tomp)

.P ((decrease Left-Elec-Cooling-Pressure)(;ncrease En
gine-Nozzl*-Temp)

((increase Right-Hyd-Cooling-Pressure((decrease En
qine-Nozz la-Temp),

f (decrease Right-Hyd-Cooling-Pressure((increase En
% gin*-Nozzl*-Temp( (

% ((increase Right-Elec-Cooling-Pressure)(decrease E
nigin*-Nozzle-Temp),

do 4i (decrease Right-Elec-Cooling-Pressure)(increase E

.F N.nqin*-Nozzl*-Temp( ((I

* 'Vert-Tall-Temp temp-sensor 'part-of IThermal-Protviction-SysA((
'associated-componont (Vert-Tail-Cooling))
'association-type ((Vert-Tail-Cooling parameter(((
c auses (f(increase AltitudeA((decrease Vert-Tail-Temp))

'(decreage AltitudeA((increase Vert-Tail-Temp((
('increase AirspeedA((increasai Vert-Taiil-Temp((
?Idecrease AirspeedAn(decrease Vert-Tail-Temp((
('increase MachA((increase Vert-Tail-Temp((
(fdecrease MachA((decrease Vert-Tail-Temp((

'(increase Left-Hyd-Cooling-Pressurefldecrease Vert-Ta

(decrease Left-Hyd-Cooling-Pressure((increase Vert-Ta
il-Temp()

'increase Lett-Elec-Cooling-Pressure((decrease Vort-T
ail-Temp)

''decrease Left-Elec-Cooling-Pressure)lincrease Vert-T
ail-Tempii

',increase Right-Hyd-Cooling-Pressurefldecrease Vert-T
ail-Temp' '

''decrease Pxght-Hyd-Cooling-Pressure) increase Vert-T
all-Tempi,

* 'increase Right-Elec-Cooling-Pressureufdecrease Vert-
Tail-Temp)-

''decrease Right-Elec-Cooling-Pressureflncrease Vert-%
Tail-Temp) i

'Fwd-Hyd-'7ooling-Preiissure -ooling-pressure 'part-of 'Thermal-Protection-SysA''
associated-componenit iF'wd-Hyd-Coolinq-Pump('
'association-type IfFwd-Hy'd-Cooling-Pusp paramet

.5 Fwd-Elec-Cooling-Priiissure cooling-pressure (part-of 'Thermal-Protection-SysA '
'sssociatod-rnp-nent Fwl-Eliiec-Coolinq-Pumpl'
'association-type 1'Fwd-Elec-Coc- lnq-Pump param
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- . ~Left-EIec-Cooling-Pressure cooling-pressure (part-o (Thermal-rttinSs
associated-component (Left-Elec-Cooling-Pump)

ameterassociation-type ( Left.-loc-Cooling-Pump par

Right-Elec-Cooling-Pressure cooling-pressure (part-of (Thermal-Protection-SysA))
associated-component (Right-Elec-Cooling-Pum

p))
association-type H(Right-Elec-Cooling-Pump p

arameterl'

Left-Hyd-Cooling-Pressuro coolinq-pressure ipart-of (Thermal-Protection-SySA)H
fassociated-component (Left-Hyd-Cooling-Pump))
association-type ((Left-Hyd-Cooling-Pump param

eter)

iSight-Hyd-Cooling-Pressure cooling-pressure (part-of iThermal-Protection-SySA?
associated-component (Right-Hyd-Cooling-Pumpi

association-type ((Right-Hyd-Cooling-Pump par
amater))%
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SAppendix C. Us(rs' r.1anual for Ilit.\ASP .. -ta/t., .-oitor

.r

C. I File Structure 4,

'

The NASP System Status Monitor (SSM) is divided into separate program intl data fii'>

distributed among seven subdirectories in the Symbolics 3600 file system. Each oft h, su birecl ti

has the prefix "host:>icat>alpha-demo." where "host" is the host name of the particular Sy ,,,li'.
5 .*

ioinputer on which the SSM is running. The seven subdirectories are:

1. packages a.
%

2. blackboard

3 interface m

i monitor

.lta~files "

I
'; stage:. .I

7 tage2

Each of the seven subdirectories contains several files with pathnanies of the form "host:>icat>alpla-

demo>blackboard>x.v.z." where 'x" is the filename, 'y' is the file extension, and "z" is the file's

,,rsioln number

There is one file us, d by the SSM which is not contained in one of the seven suId iroctors.

This file is >host:icat>alpha-demo>alpha-demo-loader lisp.'" and is used on start-up to load all the

ether program files from the seven subdirectories into the computer's memory.

I" 2 Iu.,talltatitn . ..

If' the NASP SS. t I t,, installd ,n a (Iifferent Svti olis comput er. all ,,I*t hi SSNI pi,, r: i .
I

1uilt ,ita filt's must rsi,lr i h. >a r slutdirorct(ries as listed in the precteding ', cit n l ls -

112
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.*.' required because the various files are specified by their full pathrnames when they are loaded 11to

memory.

C.3 Operation

The following steps should be taken to operate the NASP System Status Monitor.

C. 3.1 Loading After booting the Symbolics computer, the following command should he

typed at any Lisp Listener prompt:

(load ">icat>alpha-demo>alpha-demo-loader")

After typing the closing parenthesis, the command will be executed, and the SSM files will be

* loaded into the computer's memory. After all of the SSM files have been loaded, the Lisp I,istener

prompt will reappear. %

C. .2 Start-up After the SSM files have been loaded, the following command should he

typed at the Lisp Listener prompt;

(blk:interact t)

This command will start the SSM in the interactive mode. The start-up process will take up

to five minutes. When the start-up is complete, the NASP SSM System Display (Figure 9) will

appear, with a mouse-sensitive menu in the lower righthand corner of the display.

C.3.3 Using the SSM The user interacts with the SSM by entering fault symptoms, starting

the diagnosis and remediation functions, and then reviewing the results.

C. 3.3,1 Entering Fault Symptoms To enter fault symptoms into the SSM. the i,er

should use the mouse to choose the "Set Symptoms" selection in the "Interactive NMioilor Men ."

I le next menu is the "Set Sy niptomns Menu." where the user should select "Add a Symptoi." The

nex menu is the "'l,,- Systems Menu" from which the user should select the aircraft stlm or

7113
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Z. subsystem where the fault svmptom is to appear. After selecting an aircraft systei. that ,vleni's

sensor menu will appear, and the user should select one of the sensors. t"inally, the "lSensor \';li,

Menu" will appear, and the user should select the desired value to apply to the sclected sensor.

After selecting a sensor value, the user will be returned to the -Set Symptoms Menu." From here.

the user can either repeat the process listed above to enter more fault symptoms, or select Quit"

to return to the 'Interactive Monitor Menu."

C.3.3.2 Starting the Diagnosis and Rernediation Functions After syniptoimis have 1,1,

set and the user has returned to the "Interactive Monitor Menu," the diagnosis and reniediat ion

functions are started by simply choosing the "Exit Monitor" selection. When these functions have

completed, the current symptoms will be displayed in the Monitor Pane, and the results of the

diagnosis function will be displayed in the Diagnosis Pane. If the diagnosis results cannot all fit in

the Diagnosis Pane at one time, the word "*more*" will appear at the bottom of that pane. The user

~.-". •should press any key on the computer keyboard to display the next page of diagnosis information.

This process is repeated until the last page of diagnosis information has been displayed and the

"AirplaneA Menu" appears.

From the 'AirplaneA Menu," the user can enter more or additional symptoms by selecting

'Update," review the diagnosis or remediation results by selecting "Review Diagnosis," review one

of the other aircraft system displays by selecting its name, or stop the SSM by selecting "'Stop."

If the user selects -'Update" at this point and then adds more symptoms. the new symptoms will

be added to the old symptoms. The diagnosis function will consider all the symlptoms together,

although it will only display the most recently added symptoms in the Monitor Pane. If the user

selects "Initialize" before adding new fault symptoms, the previous symptoms will be deleted and

onlly the most recently added symptoms will be considered by the diagnosis function.

C 1 11I
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The purposes of this study were to develop a model for an :n-flight °-

diagnostic svstem that could be applied to the National Aerospace Plane,
and to implement a computer program to demonstrate the feasibility of that
model as a basis for a svstem status monitor.

The diagnostic system model which was developed features a double
hierarchy structure, one for the aircraft functions to be diagnosed, and
another for the diagnostic functions to be performed. The hierarchical
nature of both the s.stem knowledge and the functions that use the know-
ledge allow decomposition of the diagnostic task into relatlvelv independ-
ent and manageable parts.

The demonstration program which was deve'oped includes a subset of
the diagnostic system model. This program was implemented in Zetalisp
on a Svmbolics T60e computer. It will simulate monitoring the dynamic
performance parameters of an aircraft's subsystems, report any readings
that fall outside of predetermined limits, reason about components
responsible for the fault, display to the aircrew the other aircraft
functions which ma be affected bv the component failure, and recommend
actions that ma'. remedy the fault situation.

The demonstration program clearlv shows the valid;,' of the diagnost c
system model and hichlights the importance of the causal and functional
relationship technioues used to represent knowledge of the aircraft and
:ts envirmnment. The orogram demonstrates how the diagnostic system can %
suoouv relevant system status information to the aircre%. The report

conc'ud-s with several recommendations for enhancements to the demonstration "
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